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PRACTICAL TELEVISION

STANDARDS

IMPROVED

OF

ACCURACY

Modern styling in light
grey with legible black
engraving.

RELIABILITY

to withstand adverse climatic
Constructed

The Mk. 4 MULTIMINOR is an
entirely new version of this famous
Avo instrument and supersedes all

conditions.
Ever ready case, including leads, prods and
clips.

Improved

previous models. It is styled on modern lines, with new high standards of
accuracy, improved internal assemblies, and incorporating panclimatic
properties.

internal

assemblies.

The instrument is supplied in an attractive

Re -styled scale plate for
easy
rapid reading.
2
basic scales, each

black carrying case, which also houses a pair
of leads with interchangeable prods and clips,
and,an instruction booklet. It is packed in an
attractive display carton. Robust real leather
cases are available, if required, in two sizes,

2.5 inches in length.

New standards of accuracy, using an individual

one to take the instrument with leads, clips
and prods, and the other to house these and

calibrated scale plate

also a high voltage multiplier and a d.c. shunt.

d.c. ranges 2.25",, f.s.d.
a.c. ranges 2.75". f.s.d.

MULTIMINOR

Available accessories
include a 2500V d.c.

multiplier and

5,

10

and 25A shunts for
d.c. current measurement.

4tE&Y(.0

-A

D.C. Current:
A.G. Voltage:

Resistance:
100p.A f.s.d.
f.s.d. in 5 ranges
lOy f.s.d.
-1,000 f.s.d. in 5 ranges Sensitivity:
-1,000
f.s.d.
in
6
ranges
2.5V f.s.d.

D.C. Voltage:

MfI in 2 ranges using I.5V cell.
10,0000'V on d.c. Voltage ranges.
1,000a V on a.c. Voltage ranges.
0-2

D.C. Millivolt range: 0
-100mV f.s.d.
For full details of this great new pocket-size instrument, write for descriptive leaflet.

Till AVOCET HOUSE

-

92-96 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD

-

LONDON, S. W.1

V1Ctoria 3404 (12 lines)

MMI7

IIDCOLP\
(Regd. Trade Mark)

SOLDERING

"SABRINA"

EQUIPMENT

STILL WELL IN
FRONT
STOP FIDDLING WITH KNOBS . .. ABSOLUTELY UNNECESSARY . . . Our Automatic
Regulator ensures constant voltages on TV, even with
Mains of 180/265 v. YES, we know it's wonderful.
"Have a heart for your Valves and Tube."

DESIGNED
FOR

S.A.E. details.

Conditional Free Trial.

COMPLETELY REBUILT C.R. TUBES
ALL TYPES

ALL RADIO

12" now ...

ENGINEERS

21" now ...

...

14" to 17" now ...

...
...
...

LS. 0.0
L5.10.0

For
Single
Tubes

...
03. 0.0
ALL C.W.O.-TRADE SUPPLIED

Special Bonus Scheme for Service
Engineers-Reducing to:
I 2"-87 f6;
14", 17"-97 f 6;
2I"- 14716
FREE Pass. transit & Ins. anywhere in British

Isles or N. Ireland (12 months' guarantee).
APPLY CATALOGUES:-

ADCOLA PRODUCTS LTD.

ADCOLA HOUSE,
GAUDEN ROAD,
LONDON, S.W.4.
TELEPHONE: MACAULAY 4272 & 3101
TELEGRAMS: SOLJOINT, LONDON, S.W.4.

ALSO FULL RANGE OF VALVES
(Guaranteed 12 months)

SABRINA C.R. TUBE CO.
Electron Works, North Bar
BANBURY, OXON
Telephone 2390

3
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D. & B. TELEVISION (WIMBLEDON) LTD.
131 KINGSTON ROAD, SOUTH WIMBLEDON,
'Phone: CHErrywood 3955 and 3513
LONDON, S.W.19.
REBUILT C.R. TUBES. All makes. All with 12 mths. guarantee.
To the highest possible standards. 12", £2.10, 14", L3, 17",
£3.15. Carr. & Ins. 12/6. No C.O.D. C.W.O. only.

Top half only.
EKCO FERRANTI LOFT SHROUDS.
Brand new. Bulk purchase offer. ONLY 4'6 each. P.P.
11-. With instructions.

FERRANTI

ALBA

1641, 1644.17243091. 17441,'M

1635,1909, 1717
BEETHOVEN
B106, B109, 208
BUSH

at

62/50/-

1412, 1413,1413F, 1414, 1414E, 1415, 14T6, 1703, 17K 3F, 17T3,

at
at

50/-

only

1153, TV56, T157, TV(156, 959, 11.'(159, 1162. 1363,
These are supplied as inserts
1167, T4.168, 5169, TU069.
at

COME

at
at

1117A, 930. 931, 933, 934. 933, 937, 938. 930A, 939FA
.
940, 942. 942A, 943, 944. 946
949, 9430. 943

at

DECCA

11511, DM21C. Dbia, DM4, 1.1114/C, DM5, DM14, DM17, 444,553 at
at
1)9133. DM45, D5155, 1)9156
DM:Ili', 13111:21
at
D5122V, D It 19, 8/11111 777, SRA:11666
DYNATRON

1348F, 1156, TC312, 1313, 13138%1333
EMERSON

at

E7110, E701. E704, E708. Port-O.Ratna F.707

0701 0710, 11711. These are supplied as an exchange unit or can
at
be supplied as an Insert

52/6

MARCONI

60/-

68/68/701-

78/6

48/-

48/48/30/-

65/103T, 105T, 1131, 1331, 1421, 1431, 1431, 9901, 991T, 9921
xt 27/6
9931. 9941. 9931. 9961. 9971, 9981, 9891
at 66/203T, 204T. 2051, 206T, 2141', 2351, 2361. 2441, 2461 :.
30/66/-

at

..

..

..

..

.

.

1870, 1871, 1872, 1873, 1874, 1875, 1876

451. 4541

406T, 4081. 4161, 436T, 4381, 405T, 407T
500 aeries 6041

.

H.M.V.
1863, 1869

PEROUSON

sed when available
3051, 3071. 31ST, 3171

I7K4, 17K4F, 1705, 17604, 1781141, 17116,

43/60/65/ -

17E11(5,

179E6, 1714, 1.7141F, 1715, 1710, These are supplied as inserts

..

11001, T1002, 11
.002/1, 11004,11005, T1011
11012, T1023, 11024, 11027

35/-

=CO

14208, 11'201 1209,1. 1221, 1231, 1231F. 1249, TC269.
10267/. 1283, 1284. 1293, T311, 1310, Tt1316, 1326, T527,
1330, T330F, T331, 1e1)337, 19111272, T344, 13441. 134,.

1713F,

..

12411-230

at

V40-280

..

"

L3132-04-23029, 330, .3.50

474-340
639-739
PETO SCOTT

..

::
..

.

30/48/65/-

48/-

::

t1155, 11156

MURPHY

at

48/6
/

aaatirt

..
..

..
..

.......

.

at
at

96/96/-

.

..

..

148A, TR16, 178A, 111416 178A, TV1416, T1418, TI419,
..
at 30/ ..
..
..
111716, 111719,111720 ..
These are supplied as inserts only.

PHILCO
10.m. 1010
1021, 102:1

REGENTONE
1'14,

at

72/6
75/ 72/6

at.

MR -

at'
at

1019

10-6, 10-4, 10-17. Inserts only

1

ULTRA

1453, 1P14.53, 115.60, V1750, V1752. V1753, 11760

1 01762

..

..

..

..

..

W111762, V1763, 11764, 121-50, 121.52, 12160
W111742,
117-70. 117-71. V17-72, V17-73, 117.74, 117-75

11730. 117-81, V17-82. 11783
119.80, 119-84, V19-05
. .
V23-80, 123.84

.

..

..
..

..
..
..
..

42/6
....

611421/66

at

66/-

WE HAVE MANY THOUSANDS MORE L.O.P.T.S. AND S COILS NEW AND USED. PLEASE SEND
S.A.E. FOR QUOTATION

FOR CALLERS ONLY. Ex -Rental Televisions. All B.B.C. I.T.A. I7in. from
(7.10.0. With a Written Full 12 Months' Guarantee on Cathode Ray Tubes.

GENUINE BARGAINS. WELL WORTH A VISIT.
VALVE LISTS -NEW VALVES.

ALL CHECKED ON MULLARD HIGH SPE ED TESTER, AND
POSTAGE AND PACKING VALVES 6d. EACH.
PY800
6'.
5,PABC80
61ECH42
7'6

GUARANTEED 3 MONTHS.

5U4 G
5Z3
6BG6'G
SN7GT

5,6

6V6

516

DAF91

6'3

DAF96
DF9I

31.

DF96

513

Oct

7'6

DH77
DK9I

0C2

101-

D K51.6

OF!

2'6

01'13

61-

OPI4

9'6

9BG6:G

61-

20DI
20F2
20L I

4,416

20P3
20P4

101716
61101.

27SU

12'6

20P1

30CI5
30P4
30P12

30PLI

30PLI3

7'6
7'6
516

6,6

74

DL92
DL94
DL96
DY86
EABC80
EB9I
EBC4I

81.
7181.
419
71-

8'.
8'.
51-

6'6
21.

EBFI30

516
51-

EBF89

5/-

ECC8I
ECC82
ECC83
ECC84
ECC85

41.
41-

ECF82

ECH2I

4'6
5'.
5'6ECF80

51516

9,.

6'6

ECL80
ECL82
ECL83
ECL86

7F716

EF4I
EF80

51-

81.

ECH8I

.

E F85
E F86
E F89
EF91

EF92
EF4I

EL84
EM34
EM8 I

5'.

8'6
6'3
2,6
4,6
6'6
7,6

2,3f6
7,6
6,6

PCC84
PCC89
PCF80
PCF82
PCF86
PCL82
PCL83
PCL84
PCL85
PL33
PL36

6,6

6'6
6'6
71.

7'6

PL83

4,6

3,.

PL84

6'.

5,5,.

PY31

416

8'.

516

5,6

P181

GZ34

6'6

PY82

10'10'.
9,6

UI 91
U301
U801

UBF80
UBF89

7 r.

EZ40-41
EZ80-81

ICI -

U25
U26

71.

6'6

UCC84
UCC85
UCF80
UCH42
UCH8I
UCL83

9,6
ISI5I416
616

71.

7'.
71.

6,6

UT41

8,.
9'6
6,.
9'6
5,-

UY135

61.

U1134

3'6
4'6
3,6

6'-

1124

UABC80
UAF42

71.

6,-

PZ30

716
716

PL38
PL8I
PL82

PY32
PY33
PY80

EYS I
E Y86

6'6
6'6

UU8

We are open from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. -I p.m. on Wednesdays.
Send S.A.E. for free list of valves.
TERMS: C.W.O. or C.O.D., Postage on all L.O.P.T.S. and S/Coils, 31-. C.O.D. St..
SERVICE SHEETS. TELEVISION ! ! ALL MAKES AND MODELS 41-, P.P. 3d.
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for everything in..
COMPLETELY
REBUILT, RE -SCREENED, RE-ALUMINISEQ

TELEVISION TUBES

SUFFOLK & MIDLAND LEAD THE WAY!
Regular buyers of Suffolk and Midland Tubes have learnt to rely on their outstanding qu'ility.
Every tube guaranteed 12 months with proved PERFORMANCE It RELIABILITY.

PRICES FROM L4.10.0 EACH - WRITE FOR BROCHURE

SUFFOLK TUBES LTD

MIDLAND TUBES LTD

1/3 UPPER RICHMOND ROAD
PUTNEY, LONDON, S.W.I5

477/483 OLDHAM ROA
MANCHESTOR IQ

Tel: Vandyke 4304/5267

Tel: Callyhurst 4412.

'

,

THE LARGEST INDEPENDENT RE.BUILDERS IN THE U.1c.

BENTLEY ACOUSTIC'CORPORATION' .1.1!
THE NEW VALVE SPECIALISTS
EXPRLINI 1112111011111

38 CHALCOT RD., LONDON, N.W.I
0.0.0. CIEDIMIA =COMO BY LW p.n. mon
AU foods
BI MINK 111011 011 MR* DIIIPATOEND Nearest tuba
lad
11122 APTERNOON

Oa& Farm

01.9

WO 809
10/9 101/1
10/- 80P1.13 8/5 DLO
012
8/- 60080 18/- 1OLD11 9/6 90111.14
DL72
02401 4/3 OCHE 6/- 10213 8/8 8605
WS 01.96

in stock

6/8 21.88
80E42 11/- 61.91
8/- 6C1181 2/9 01.96

6240
6A8
61.07

6607

7/6 81170
1/9 86L7

3/- 61117
CADY

8/9
5/9
6AT6
3/9
61,116
5/3
6AVO
6/6
8BA8
4/8
62E6
4/9
60080 19/6
6006 6/5
60.18
5/6
11BQ7A 7/6
68117
5/3

81.05

6V80

614
825

5/8 201.1
5/3 2011
4/- 2013
8/6 70P4
3/9 2015
8/9 251.8

12/6 8661.
12/6 5783

12/13/6
12/3

4/9
416 25Z40 7/6/3019 9/. 2826
8/7116
19/8 27817 93/3
7117
9/6 30015
9/705

7C6
7117

12/8
7/8
2/9
7473
AC6P613 4/9
0/8
1.231
8/8
A241
328
4/9
CUR 11/6
CYST
6/9

DAM 6/-

8/. 30018 10/6 DD41
8/9 3015
5/9 0166
6/9 30FL1
9/3 0126

23180 6/0 E188
62183 7/8 6189
82189 5/8 6191
liBL21 10/6 61E1
20.63

2070
BCC81

20040
IICC81

10/8 20082

15/- EOM

6/- 20084

Oetpat

12/11

196

11167

8/8 01180
5/5 21181
61- 01184
11/9 11165

3/9 21187

6/9 6831
8/0 6251
9/8 6281
4/. 6183
9/9 EY84

4/6 6286
We 8288
4/- 2291
11/- 2140
9/0 6541
4/0 6080

10/0 2E61

6/6 6198 16/- 0033
7/5 61163 71- 0254
7/- E1184 7/- 0237

i$1. 92.34

11/6

37

8.4/14

4/8 0032
515

12/8 301.15
9/3 0197 10/- 20088 $/9 111.34
11/. 3014
12/11 1311101 25/- 11CC88
8/9 01.38
611118
13/- 9BWO
9/8 30P12 716 DH10716/11 2CC91 8
81.41
68E6 8/9
30119 12/3 13692
8/- E0018911 EL42
5E1/7
1002
12/2 3011.1 8/6 D098 6/5 20180 6/6 BLOI
150182
Ter
of buainem:-Cash with order or C.O.D. only.
um EL83
21.84
Poetage/Paeking 6d. per item. Order. over 113 poet
7117

7Y4

11/5Reps,

14164

Isis 2.7",
3817
8/4 0108 31/11 ,ri,v1,
7/- P2
8(9 140080 11 9 1185
1188
1/9 r6i
2
7/6 14'80 10/1 Pll 81
10/- 1088
9/9 1169
5/9 P1)9,3

7/3 PC37

2/8 10044

9/8 101185

1118 10'63

7/3 1268
5/4 P128604001
8/1

5/0 11'088 10/5 /230
8/9 9423.8 515 Rio
8/. 1(22189 10/6
411 140180

1117

Gil 118

6/- 10182 6 1118
319 P0184 61 8141
4/- 10084 710
17/8 P0/601 10/-

10/- 1.(:180210%
14/$ P1 680519
316 141804 20/9 HABC80 9/8 10,808 1716
4/6 61490

7/8 ET38

7/6 0141

8/8 KT44
9 KT01

4

set 11045
7/

pitt08310
4/6 0103
11435
'1.33
IS 11186
Be.. C.O.D. 3/6 extra. Any parcel hammed spinet BOH21
Miaow In remelt for only 6d. extra. All order. Ws midis for Pro
sub 111101111111119 111 types of
soop000bos on day of
away woacom who. Nese on bee* 884 1811181 88 _ MN
8.3086.30. Bata. 6.30-1
made by Mare.

414

t1;83711.

8/6 1.725
( 37

8? 0 Tt

11/6 ,C285
5/5 urss

1/-

, 0

77/4 uvrAtail,

19/6 11144
10/8 U1.41

I:I.

49

7(5

IltIg

1

9/11

1

48

ti:

41.

14/ 8

11/6 L144
19

ft, 2711:11
11119:

9/.

11/8 1'08
11/8 1 211

$

111/$ 1,1 41

7

1'404

7

1, 001

-

1

41

$
EBC41
LW! I
1 1 L FE10
1

j

1'

6/-

41

It

4

5/- 1Y21

6/8 11284
11. ABC80 5/- 1P4
143 7/- V 0105
14030

5

411/1

11)0

919 0202
. 1 sal

5

10/6 42130
8/3 'A 107

6/3 ta 299
11/9

/1
1

1141

1 /-

$89 5/9 286

0131-21 10/9 470

- I,C93

8/3 X79

V(3115

8/8 leo

1101121

11/4
55A A11110';42

1'01,82
UCL83

0141

I
5_11 LU1184(20

71- 1121
1119145130

p28148

8/8 024

11101'11:8421

7/6

LL85

1/1 118222.1

ob. 1:34
19/. L'24

pa

El:

D

4/-

19/-

TT: UP:41252331

7/- 01.481)14/6 101.82 6/11
5/9 118309 Iftf. 1C1.83 7/6

8/9 KT380

'

9090
7/3 12188

8/. 21.822 18/6 11111.11618B1 PL94
8/6 61.140 16/6 111'12/14 4/8 rizon
9/8 111134
8/0 21171

1011

No !atm than 4 4111pt Map.,

2/6 KT1/61 4/9 PI,38
9/8 KTW6S 5/6 pull
5/- 20283 8/5 21.380 87/- ETW63 9/0
9/9 F.C1184 9/8 01.620 16/4 110134 719 PilL8802

3/- 6CW4 $4/- 10214 11/6 35L602 6/9 D1170
106
9/8 803
9/8 12608 8/5 85W4
4/9 D1171
1115
4/. 611
0/5 126178 9/6 85Z3 15/2 12288
6/9 ItCL80
185
3/9 12,106 8/- 352401 4/5 DY87
3/8 6E13
8/ 1C1.82
124
2/3 61/3
6/2 121.117 6/. 3616(12 5/8 2861 24/- 0121.113
2031
6/8 6134
9/6 126118 10/9 60B5
6/8 2831 24/- 6016.66
2X2
3/- 8270
4/8 12AT6 4/6 5006
818 2880C 10/. 122
364
3/9 6070
1/3 12AU8 9/9 50L60T 6/3 21802 1018 11136
31.5
0/9 6680
8/2 1226 8/6 72
1/8 6137A
6/8 E6.50
3Q502 7/. 6625 84!- 12BA6 5/9 81/2
6/6 2.11080 5/9 0139
884
4/0 61.1
10/- 12206 4/9 901.0 67/6 1A142 7/8 0140
324
5/9 0L80
515 1211117 6/- 90AV
67/6 8234
1/- E141
611402 8/8 81.701' 4/8 1225
90C1
18/- 10841
4/9 6142
10/. 18AQ5 7/8 NCO 42/- 2891
51140
4/6 61.18
2/8 6150
1240
6/- 90CV 491- 211083 6/- 2180
8/- 0L1120 5/8 19111
5Y30T 4/9 6128 11/6 20121 10/- 160112 18/8 8BC41 6/0 2183
523
7/- 6Q70
4/- 2012 11/11 18811211/11 80081 419 E185
11)5

are

19/- II0835

11111,LARD BY100 1110510 maaprop rovrator214

Primrose

//6

'psi 1

7/9 41114
6/- A1116

6/9

LIZ4!9

63

6

00

I/:

110

1.78

re new tint quality
5
markers' full gua5wIee. We
' Nevada sr Moots, eldeK,
,11;
"new and testerr MB WW99 6025

unreliable life. Ctrtrit4=1

valve. actually rn 10

J *SIM

medsoseriL tnes/artaars.,

metal reetilars rite terms or Safer:
r

pv0t#
,
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PRACTICAL TELEVISION
= George Newnes Ltd., Tower House E.:
E
Southampton Street, W.C.2.
E
:.=..

Ltd.,

Newnes

George

=
=

-

_=
:.-...

The Videophone

VOL. 15, No. 173, FEBRUARY, 1965

-

......

1965

Phone: Temple Bar 4363.

= Telegrams: Newnes, Rand, London =
SUBSCRIPTION RATE

FOR very many years, all sorts of people have been predicting a video telephone. It is one of those obvious
developments which must, ultimately, become a feasible
technical and commercial proposition. From time to time, the
idea has taken a practical form and even in the 20's and 30's
engineers were staging practical demonstrations.
So it will come as no great surprise to know that 37 years
after the first public demonstration of a TV -telephone, the
American electronics industry has come up with a modern,
workable, system. Using micro -miniaturisation and other
new techniques, it is a far cry from the crude and cumbersome equipment of the past. Called the Picturephone, it is
now installed in New York, Washington and Chicago, where
it provides an experimental inter -city service.

including postage for one year

Each Picturephone terminal installation consists of a tele-

To any part 9f the World £1.9.0.

phone headset on a control unit, a picture tube unit con-

Contents

=

taining camera and c.r.t., and a small power supply unit. The
user sees a picture (about 41 x 51 inches) of the caller, showing head and shoulders.

To make a call, the user presses an 'On' button, then

Page
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E
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F.. Servicing Television Receivers 207 E
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... 210
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... 213 .g
lit
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216

... 220

IF= Letters to the Editor
E Video A.G.C. Systems
-a Your Problems Solved

... 227 a
... 228 E
... 233 E
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... 222 F ---

236

The Editor will be pleased to consider E
= articles
of a practical nature suitable =

E for publication in "Practical Television". a
= Such articles should be written on one =
E side of the paper only, and should con- E
= tain the name and address of the sender. =
= Whilst the Editor does not hold himself E
= responsible for the manuscripts, every effort =
= will be made to return them if a stamped E
= and addressed envelope is enclosed. All =
correspondence intended for the Editor =
= should be addressed to The Editor, =
E. 'Practical Television", George Newnes =
= Ltd.. Tower House, Southampton Street, =
E.- London, W.C.2.
Owing to the rapid progress in the a
= design
of radio and television apparatus =
E

= and to our efforts to keep our readers E.
in loath with the latest developments, =
= we give no warranty that apparatus =
E described in our columns Is not the sub- =
E iect of letters patent.
=
= Copyright in all drawings, photo= graphs and articles published in -=

"Practical

Television"

is

specifically =

throughout the countries =
= signatory to the Berne Convention and =
E the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations =

= reserved

= of any of these are therefore expressly
= forbidden.

tion and any snags which arise should not prove to be
insuperable.

E Underneath the Dipole
E. A Colour Bar G

=.17" Test Case

a

`Viewing' button, and finally calls the required number, not
by dialling but by pressing touch buttons. Clear pictures are
possible using normal room lighting and there, is automatic
adjustment for a wide range of ambient lighting.
The future of the see -as -you -talk telephones is, however,
still a matter of conjecture. The present three -city public
installation will be used to evaluate thoroughly performance
and reliability. But the electronic side is perhaps the least
important-for the system is obviously a practical proposi-

EE
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The reaction of the general public is less easy to predict.
The initial installations have aroused enormous interest, but
much of this may be due to natural curiosity. What happens
when the novelty wears off?
Bell Telephone representatives are interviewing users to
find the answer to this and other unknown factors, the key
question being, of course, how much does the visual facility
contribute to a telephone service?
It seems inevitable that see -as -you -talk telephones will gain
universal acceptance, for other countries (Germany and
U.S.S.R. for instance) are working along similar lines.

Presumably the main use for such a service will be for business purposes although some of the drawbacks (often used in
frivolous context, but none the less real) would apply equally
to commercial and private use.
In the American system, however, there is a button on the
control unit which enables the user to disconnect the
camera circuit. This "commercial killer" is, we feel, one of
the brightest facilities of the system and does a lot to dispel
the Big Brother feeling that video telephones engender!
One thing is certain : we shall still get wrong numbers for
inexplicable reasons. The one consolation is that they could
possibly be more interesting!
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII;IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Our next issue dated March will be published on February 18th
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DUTCH' CLOSI!,.
NORTH SEA
TV PIRATE

PACs Approyallor More RdayNs
THE fourth stage of the

C's plan for a network of relay stations
across the country which will bring BBC -1 television and v.h.f.
sound programmes to over PO% of the population, has received in
principle, the approval of *Postmaster General.

In welcoming this announcement, the BBC has named the
following places for !time, new
stations, subject to suitable' sites

OPERATIONS from the DiStCh

radio and television " pirate'

.station which had been 'erect
ilnd officials boarded the a

being found: combined mleVision

Wand from helicopter and

and v.h.f. sound stations at the

so put into effect a new law'
/by the Dutch government b
television transmissions from -

Scilly Isles, CampbeltoOM, Cingusste, Lochgilphead, Dolgellau,
J untime-0% Ballycestle and, Kil-

Continental shelf sea region. td

keel;television only at Alclehhrgh,
Bodmin, Bude, Whitby Ayr,
Cardigiatt,, 'Llan-

gollen and Portrush and ifituad
only at Weardale.

At the completion of this stage
of the plans, the BBC will, have
built a total of 66 television. and
48 v.h.f. sound relay stations. So

far 27 television and 16 sound
stations have been brought into

service.

Jet

the North Sea, came to an alit*
. and recently when Dutch miles

4
"

, TELEVISION

when

little

known of its activities. Now -is

known that the steel platforthb.ha

! equipment and 360ft. most' eget
£3,000,000 to build and 'Visit
believed to be insured" fOr
530,000.
F

These additions to the Corpora-

tion's network of relay Stations

will eventually result in the extension of BBC -1 television programmes to a further 24,000
people and improved reception

.

Our illustration (left) of 'the
Otauon was first published in -the
November issue of P

The Dutch TV "pirate"
ststVotT
which was until recently operetInt

from its

site in the North. ,leo,
gist off Hollond.

for 100,000.

Operation of the stations in
general .depends upon the use
of translator equipment which
receives

programmes from

an

existing station and relays them

on another channel over the -local
area.
Under the existing programme
for relay stations, one of the'' latest

additions to be opened is' at Pit 'ochry In Perthshire, Transmissions of the television BBC -1 programme will be on channel i with
horizontal
The
polarisation.

station, which also provides the
s,
three v.h.f. sound or
serves an area including idochry

and Aberfeldy in which 'some
4,000 people live.

BRITISH 625 -LINE EQUIPME.NT
".
GOES ABROAD
TELEVISION equipment for overseas has been the qbject of .1stio
contracts recently undertoken by Pye T.V.T. Limiter :
Cambridge. Both contracts involvsil 625 -line equipment; transtnistors
for the Syrian Arab Republic and studio equipment for Barbados,.

_

The equipment for Syria-two`SitW transmittersis to be installed
on the summit of a mountain in the northern part of the counvy;

where it is expected to begin opectitions in the summer of this y e, ,
The 44in. image orthicon cameral and telecine =id making u the
equipment supplied to Barbados, is being used in the new teley gin
station at Bridgetown where the '0.oribbean Broadcasting Copors
inaugurated its first television sexy* In December last year., 7;
4-4

is.10,1?-n
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TELEVISION TECHNIQUE FOR ELECTRON MICROSCOPE
electron which increases the intensity of
conventional
The
the image by a factor of 2,500.
use of television described by microscope is focused on a special The image is then focused on the
Radio Corporation of America at phosphor screen at the normal c.r.t. of an image orthicon
Princeton, New Jersey, will viewing position. In the new sys- camera and passing through a low
increase the magnification of an tem, however, the image is passed noise video amplifier and video
electron microscope by ten times through 'a high speed ,optical signal processor, is projected on
(that is, up to times 2,000,000). system with an image intensifier the screen of a TV monitor.

ANEW technique involving the

NEW TV BOOKLET
FOR STUDENTS
booklet
Mazda
NEW
A which
deals in a simple way

with the evolution of television

cathode ray tubes, the reasons for
each major stage of development
and the associated electron -optics
involved, has just been published.
The booklet is entitled " Electrons in Picture Tubes " and was

written by B. Eastwood, B.Sc.,

Chief Engineer of the Thorn -AEI
Applications Laboratory. In 24

pages, Mr. Eastwood's approach
to the vast subject has been kept
on a non -mathematical plane for
the apprentice technicians and

other students interested in television, for whom the booklet is
intended.

" Electrons in Picture Tubes "

joins a series of Mazda "Electron"

booklets any of which are available free of charge to electronics

students and television service
technicians, on application to
Thorn -AEI Radio Valves and

Tubes Ltd., 155 Charing Cross
Road, London, W.C.2.

CCTV LINKS FOUR CITIES
-DURING December a private preview of new products to be

-'-' marketed by Slumberland Limited in 1965 was presented simultaneously in four cities by the use of colour closed-circuit television.
This was one of the most extensive set-ups of its kind ever attempted

in Great Britain and permitted over 1,300 Slumberland retailers

throughout the country to follow Mr. J. L. Seccombe's introduction
of the new products on television, as he made it in the London Hilton
Hotel.
At the Hilton Hotel where Mr Seccombe (Slumberland's Managing

Director) made his address, two Marconi Sin. image orthicon colour
TV cameras, ancilliary and lighting equipment, televised pictures
which were relayed from London
to Manchester, Birmingham and
New TV Award.
Glasgow by G.P.O. land -lines
and micro -wave links. At the
THE institution of Electronic
Hilton and the hotels in the
Engineers
Radio
and
other three cities where the
recently established a new
retailers had gathered, Rank -Bush
Institution award-the " P.
Murphy colour monitors were
Perring-Thorns Premium "used to show the pictures from
to be presented to the contriLondon and further screening of
butor of the most outstanding
the television signals was provipaper published on improved
ded at Manchester, Birmingham
methods of television recepand Glasgow by Rank Lintel TV
tion.
projectors with pictures up to
The late Mr. P. Perring9ft. x 6ft. 9in. in size.
Thorns, whom the award
the
was
commemorates,
founder of Radio Rentals

Limited, who have endowed
the Premium.

This hook-up represented the
first commercial use of a colour

c.c.TV link on the 625 -line
N.T.S.C. colour coding system.

WIRED TELEVISION RELAY SYSTEMS

AND BBC -2 FROM BIRMINGHAM
IN his

address at the annual

luncheon of the Relay Services

Association

held

recently,

Sir

Ronald German, director general

were already equipped to receive
television by wire -relayed signals.
80,000 of these were installed last
year.

Speaking as chairman of the
of the G.P.O. said that 750,000
homes in the United Kingdom Association, Mr. A. M. Lowe

made the prediction that wired
programmes for sound and tele-

vision in cities would be the rule

rather than the exception in ten
years' time.

As evidence of the increasing
demand for wired TV networks,

FOUR TUBE COLOUR CAMERA
SYSTEM PATENTED BY RCA

it has been announced that 10,000

THE Radio Corporation of America has recently taken out a patent
on an unusual colour television camera system.
In this system, four vidicon camera tubes are used instead of the
more usual three. Three of the tubes supply the red, green and blue
signals and the fourth is a high resolution tube which supplies the

tion of the new channel in Birmingham. Although outside the
primary 'service area of the new

luminance signal.

Several advantages are claimed for this system, one being that its
output can be reproduced as a high resolution picture in a black and
white receiver. This is because the luminance signal is not derived
from the three colour signals which may be in poor registration.

homes in Worcester have been
to receive BBC -2 programmes, following the inaugura-

wired

transmitter the network of homes
wired by Rediffusion is already
enjoying the new programme.
The transmitted BBC -2 signal
is received from Birmingham by

an aerial at the too of an 100ft.
tower erected on Tunnel Hill.
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- A NEW SERIES

IN

the early days before television, experimenters used to
entertain themselves and their families by connecting a

The

microphone- to the pick-up sockets of the domestic radio set,

setting

up

the

microphone in

an

adjacent

room or

even

in an outside shed and using this improvised studio for ".putting
on" a quiz, drama or musical show.
The next development was the tape recorder. This allows such
programmes as the above to be taped and replayed to the party as a
whole with all participating and listening to themselves. This is
indeed still a very popular form of electronic entertainment.

Elements

These things are all beginning to happen again-but this time

of Closed

and several firms are now marketing TV lens systems at
remarkably low prices. The rest of the material-or at least a lot

Circuit TV

with vision as well as sound. Closed-circuit television systems are
now within the means of most experimenters, since relatively good
quality experimental camera tubes can be obtained for about £10

of it-is generally already available in the experimenter's den.
This article does not set out specifically to detail ways and means
of making closed-circuit television equipment-future articles, it is
hoped, will do this What it does set out to do, however, is to
bring to the notice of the television enthusiast the basic features
of closed-circuit television. What can be done and what is required
to do it.
Also, most important, how it works and how it can be used in
conituaction with the standard domestic television receiver.
Sound to Signal

BY

G. J.
KING

eyes pass over a scene or look towards the sun one

We all know that a microphone responds to
sound. That is it translates the sound waves into

corresponding electrical waves.
The absolute
character of the sound waves is retained in electrical

form and after the small signal produced by the
microphone is amplified it can be fed to a loud-

speaker which does the opposite to the microphone

-it translates the electrical signals back to sound
again.

This is a relatively simple exercise since sound is

composed of one or a multiplicity of waveforms
happening together to give the sound its character.
We thus hear sound as a whole and not as
individual component parts. It is then possible to
process sound as a whole and amplify it in that
way as well.

has the impression of varying brightness as the
average brightness of the scene is recorded by the

through the closed lids of the
inhibited eyes.
In. fact the eyes break down the scene into
tight filtering

diminutive component parts and send the relevant
messages to the brain. This organ then proceeds
to reassemble the information and form a "brain
picture" of the scene that the eyes are viewing. If
the defining ability of the eyes is destroyed by
closing the lids to act as filters then, of course, the
scene just cannot be translated by the brain.
To secure a television picture we attempt to copy
the functions of the eyes and the brain. Thus we
have our second problem and that is in breaking

down the scene as seen by the camera tube into
component parts. The third problem is in the
reassembly of these components at the receiver.

Vision to Signal

A television camera system does for vision what
a microphone does for sound. That is it translates
the scene which it sees into electrical signals. The
television receiver does the converse and translates
the signals back to vision again.
In this process, however, we have many more
problems than with sound. Firstly the camera tube
itself is not the visual equivalent of the microphone.

It is the complete camera system which has this

equivalent.

If it were attempted to use just the camera tube
to provide our visual signal translation the output

would be simply proportional to the amount of
light reaching the tube. There would be no
picture.

This is the effect that one gets by lightly closing

the eyes and turning the head about.

As the closed

Cantata System

Let us see first how the camera system produces
electrical signals corresponding to individual breakdown elements of the scene. To do this we r. st
look inside a camera tube. A cross-section of the
vidicon camera tube with its basic controlling
elements is shown in Fig. 1.
An evacuated cylindrical tube contains the
electrodes forming the " electron gun ". This
features

a

heater, cathode and accelerating and

focusing electrodes, the same as the gun assembly
in the receiving picture tube.
External voltages are applied to these electrodes
to produce an electron beam and this is brought to
a fine focus by the focusing electrode and controlled
by the focusing coil. But instead of impinging in

February, 1965
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" random interlacing ", where the lines of the
second scan may not always and exactly interleave
the lines of the first scan.

Line and field scanning coils
Beam

aligning coil
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Photo -conductive Target

III

Target assembly

Cathode/Heater

So far so good. But what is the purpose of
scanning the target area with an electron beam?
Well, to discover this we shall have to look at the
target in greater detail. In Fig. 2 is shown the

Face

plat

Focusing

electrode

target end of the vidicon camera tube.
Here it will be seen that the target is composed
of an optically flat faceplate and a photo -conductive
material, such as cadmium sulphide, deposited on a
transparent conductive film connected to the target

Pins

electrode.

IIII1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Accelerating

The photo -conductive material has the property

anode

of being of high resistance when unexposed to
light and of a much lower resistance when light is
caused to fall upon it. The resistance when dark

Fig. I-Cross-section of the vidicon camera tube and its
associated control elements.

may be

focus at a fluorescent screen, as in the picture tube,

the beam is focused on the " target " electrode

as high as

10A41/

(called the " dark

resistance "), while when exposed to a bright light
it may drop to below 10011. The resistance of the
material when exposed to light is called the "light
resistance ".

which closes the far end of the tube.

Scanning

Further, the beam is caused to " scan " the target
area from left to right (horizontal scan) and from
top to bottom (vertical scan). These scanning
functions are accomplished by line and field

scanning coils of a type similar to those used on a
receiving picture tube.
The line scan is either 10,125c/s or 15,625c/s
and the field (frame) scan 50c/s to give " standard "

The target area thus has through conductivity or
resistance from the surface of the photo -conductive
material to the target connection of a value
governed by the amount of light falling upon it. It
also has capacitance between the photo -conductive
material to the conductive film.

Now in front of the tube is a lens system as
shown in the diagram. This causes an image of
the scene upon which the camera is focused to fall
upon the target area. The overall resistance of the
photo -conductive material then assumes a value

proportional to the average light of the focused
image.

interlaced pictures of 405 lines or 625 lines
respectively. Any other number of lines can be

Combinations of R and C

frequency (or both). The whole of the target
area is scanned first with half the number of

If a pin -point cross-section of the target is
considered this will be found to possess both

produced,, of course, by altering the line or field

total lines and then a second time with the same
number of lines but this time with the lines inter-

leaving those of the first scan. This is the interlacing
technique.
Not all closed-eircuit television systems, however,

adopt the interlaced scanning technique. Some
use what is called " sequential scanning ", where
the total number of lines are traced on one scan, or
Faceplate
Inverted
image

Scene

-

resistance (as governed by the intensity of light
upon that particular pin -point) and
capacitance in parallel with the resistance. In fact

falling

the whole of the target area can be broken down,

into pin -point cross -sections each having resistance
as above and capacitance.

In effect then the whole of the target can be

looked upon as being composed of a large number
of RC parallel combinations with
all the combinations themselves
in parallel between the surface of
Target

connection

nrctorsirrii
Photoconductive

material

Lens

system

Transparent
film

Fig. 2-A detailed view of the target assembly of the vidicon camera tube.

t
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the photo -conductive material and,
the target connection.

Clearly then when an image is
focused upon the target area the
resistive

elements of all the
combinations will assume values

corresponding

to

the

light

intensity of every minute part of
the image. In other words, the
light and shade of the image will

be translated into a pattern of

resistance values.

The
where

value
the

of
image

resistance
ilk
dark
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will be high, while at those pin -points where the
image is light the resistance of the corresponding
cross -sections of the target will be low. Intermediate values of illumination between white and
black will give intermediate values of resistance

February, 1965

Transparent conductive film
Resistor-Capacitor
combinations
Deflected electron beam

corresponding to the grey parts of the image.

To derive any use from this pattern of varying
resistive values we must obtain from the output of
the target information which is related directly and
individually to all the pin -point (or " element ", as
they are usually called) values of illumination of the
image falling on the target.
It is impossible to collect this information all at

Electron gun

one time for, as we have seen, an attempt to do
that would simply resolve in information corresponding to the overall brightness of the image on
the target. The infofmation must thus be collected
an element at a time by the scanning process and
this is where the scanned electron beam comes in.

Photoconductive

material

Target connection

Charging Effect

Fig. 3 shows a few of the RC combinations which

can be considered as forming a part of the photoconductive material on the target. As the electron
beam scans the target area and makes contact with
each effective RC combination in turn it causes the
C element to charge from the target potential which

Load

30V

resistor

Target
,potential

II

Coupling capacitor

Video signal

out

Fig. 3-This diagram shows the basic electronics of the
vidicon operation, as detailed in the text.

is applied through the load resistor as shown in

the diagram.
This charging effect occurs because the electron
beam, being composed of current carriers (electrons),
can be considered as a conductor of electricity. In

fact it does the same thing as a wire would do in

connecting the negative side of the target potential,

via the electron gun, to each RC combination in
turn.

The positive side of the target potential is
connected to the transparent conductive film, which
is the common connection for all the RC combina-

Llrte 1- r

tions.

which each C discharges will depend upon the

2-

-e-Line

Time

Now the charges acquired by the C elements will

dissipate through the parallel R elements but-and
this is the secret of the whole process-the rate at

Lint

Fig. 4-Three lines of video signal. The spaces between the

lines are due to the flyback time of the line timebase.

value of R.

Suppose that the beam is in connection with an
RC combination which is " seeing " a dark picture

element. R will be high, so the charge in C will
not be very quickly exhausted, which means that
the next time the beam makes contact with the
same RC combination only a little current will need

to flow through the load resistor from the target

potential to restore the charge to its original value.
However, when the beam is in connection with an
RC combination which is " seeing " a light picture

element will be low, so the charge in the associated C will soon drain away. Thus when the

which are conveyed to the camera amplifier through
the coupling capacitor.
As the beam is scanned from left to right across
the target area aline of signal corresponding to the
light values of the picture along that line is
produced. This is followed by the signals of
subsequent lines as shown in Fig. 4.

When the picture image on the target has been
scanned linewise from top to bottom the beam

quickly returns to the top of the target again to

Video Signal

commence a sequential or interlaced jepeat.
Note that Fig. 4 shows a sequential scan where
line 1 is followed by line 2 and line 2 by line 3
and so on. With an interlaced scan line 1 would
be followed by line 3 and line 3 by line 5, etc. In
this case lines 2, 4, 6, etc., would occur on the
subsequent field.scan and interlace with lines 1, 3,

The process is such then that for each picture
element, as determined by its brightness, a value
of current flows through the load resistor. The
current pulses in the load produce voltage pulses

The short time period between the line scans
where there is no video signal is the time that it
takes . the beam to "fly back " from the right to
the left of the target area to commence the, next

electron

beam

next

makes

contact

with

that

combination a greater current will need to flow
through the load resistor to restore the original
value of charge.

across it and these form the picture or video signal

5,

etc..

line scan.
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Adding Sync

At the end of each field scan there is zero video
signal space over a longer period of time to allow

for the field flyback.

Now, since it is necessary for the electron beam
in the receiver picture tube to follow exactly the
scanning movements of the beam in the camera
tube, some means must be made available to hold
the two beams in step or synchronise them.
This is done by the insertion of synchronising
pulses on the picture signal and advantage is taken
of the picture -less spaces between the line and field
scans. Here the sync pulses are inserted as shown
linewise in Fig. 5. After a field scan a series of
field sync pulses are similarly added.

We are now ready to look at a block diagram

representative of a basic camera system. Such is
shown in Fig. 6. Here we see that the lens system

The camera and receiver electron beams are
synchronised by the line and field sync pulses
instigating the line and field flybacks in the receiver

The camera system thus puts the
receiver timebases under the control of its own
timebases.

timebases by way of the sync pulses.
In that way the position of the focused beam on
the camera target is arranged always to correspond

to that of the focused beam on the fluorescent

tube. This is
absolutely necessary, for the amount of illumination
screen of the receiver picture

at any point on the picture tube screen is directly
proportional to that of the image element on the
corresponding point on the camera target.

A camera system giving a video output provides a

signal voltage which can be coupled direct to the
video amplifier of any TV set. This means that
home television pictures can be coupled into the
domestic set with not a great deal of trouble.
Video

Video signal

201

Tape

Soon it seems likely that we shall be able to
record the video signal as appearing from the
output of the camera system on magnetic tape-as
we record sound-and then replay the visual
recordings at leisure by connecting the recorder
output to the input of the receiver's video amplifier.
A useful development of the camera system is
an

arrangement

whereby

the

video

Fig. 5-Here is shown how the sync

is

Line sync

Line
timebase

pulses ore added between the lines of
picture signal.

pulse

generator

t
Camera pH...
tube

Fig. 6-Block diagram showing the
basic elements of the camera system.

signal

modulated on to a v.h.f. carrier corresponding to
an unused vision channel. Thus the camera system

Line sync pulses

Sync to
video

Video

amplifier

Video and sync
output

adder

Lens

system
Feld sync

Field

pulse

timebase

generator

focuses the image of the scene upon the target of
the camera tube, that the resulting video signal
output is amplified in the video amplifier and then
applied to an " adder " which, from the appropriate
line and field sync pulse generators, adds the sync

produces what amounts to the equivalent of a

At the output of the camera system we have a
signal which should be suitable for direct applica-

home -derived television programme.

pulses to the video signal.

tion to the input of the video amplifier of any
television receiver provided the line standards and

video signal polarity match.
It is at this stage where we have the video
equivalent of the sound signal. But while a
relatively simple microphone provides a signal

suitable for connecting direct to the input of the

audio amplifier in any radio set a complete camera

system-and not just the camera tube alone-is

needed to produce a signal acceptable by the video
amplifier of a television set and from which good
pictures can be obtained.

television signal as picked

up from an

aerial,

thereby making it possible simply to plug the
camera system output into the aerial socket of any
television set, turn the channel selector knob on

the set to suit and immediately to commence a

Contrary to expectations such systems are not

unduly

expensive,

far

the

television

own closed-circuit

television

less

for

experimenter who is able to make much of his own
equipment from old television sets and from spares
always found in the junk box.
About the only expensive items are the camera
tube and the lens system, but then, when television
first started, the picture tube was a costly item, and
equally as much enjoyment, if not more, can be had
by

making

one's

system as in the early days of TV Reception.
FART 1 NEXT MONTH
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FIG. 4, in conjunction with Fig. 1 (last month),

shows typical details of the sound channel

controls in compliance with the general princIples already discussed, and the various points of
interest in this circuit will now be discussed.
The remote volume control (VR5) in Fig. 1 is
simply a 250kt1 log. potentiometer wired as a
variable resistor to chassis, with a parallel shorting switch for sound muting. Referring to Fig. 4
first of all for CCIR f.m. sound, for which the full

limiter and ratio detector circuit has been drawn
the remote control VR5 is switched through to
the screen grid of V3 Rnd constitutes the bottom
section of a screen grid voltage potentiometer for
the f.m. limiter V3 in conjunction with R40. When

February, 1965

REMOTE
CONTROL
OF

TV

RECEIVERS

VR5 is reduced to zero resistance, or the muting CONTINUED FROM PAGE 155 OF THE JANUARY
switch Si (Fig. 1) is closed, the f.m. limiter stage
ISSUE
V3 receives zero screen grid voltage and can conaddition
to
being
frequency
modulated' with the
sequently give no output. When VR5 is at maximum resistance, V3 receives normal screen grid sound signal. Good limiting and a.m. rejection
voltage as a limiter stage, and gives normal full 'are thus essential. Poor am. rejection leads principally to frame buzz varying with picture content.
output.
In passing, note the feedback of the rectified The same symptoms can also be produced by
carrier voltage from the ratio detector to the sup- ghosting ' do poor aerial installations or 'Under
pressor grid of the Los. limiter V3, in combina- difficult reception conditions (valley locations),
tion with judicious cathode bias for this stage via even if signal strength is ample, e.g. with a local
R36. This arrangement serves three important repeater transmitter on a nearby mountain fringfunctions. Firstly, it neutralises tuning chancres
ing the valley location. These effects arise if
due to input capacitance changes with signal level. negative, i.e. antiphase ghosts arise, such that the
Secondly, it cancels residual distortion due to the white ghost of a black point coincides with a peak
screen -grid volume control at low levels. Thirdly, white point. This can give " whiter than white "
the suppressor grid feedback of the rectified on the CCIR signal, i.e. total momentary absence
carrier voltage developed across C32 greatly of the vision carrier at that point on each frame.
increases the a.m. rejection of this f.m. detector The trouble is most prominent on white captions
circuit, when correctly adjusted with the preset or designs on a dark background, and can take
control VR9. A.M. rection of the f.m. sound the form of a crackling buzz similar to arcing
channel in CCIR standard television receivers is within the receiver, easily confused therewith. If
much more important than in f.m. sound broadcast the ghosts cannot be removed completely, try
receivers, because the " local oscillator " for reversing 'the two antenna leads, to convert negageneration of the sound d.f. at the video detector tive ghosts to positive ones, with which the effect
is the vision carrier, which is amplitude modulated. cannot arise. since vision carrier cancellation is
The sound d.f. signal is therefore necessarily then impossible. As long as the vision carrier
amplitude modulated .,with the picture content, in never becomes less than the normal peak white

level, sufficient d.f. signal is generated at all times

to hold the f.m. limiter saturated and the sound
channel clear of vision a.m. interference.
Remote Volume Control for BBC -405 -line

When the switch S2 in Fig. 4 is thrown over

to the BBC -405 a.m. position, V3 screen grid

voltage is no longer reduced, and assumes the full

value, generally higher on a.m., to avoid limiter
action, if V3 is used as a switched a.m./f.m. final
sound i.f. stage in a dual standard receiver. The
control line from she remote volume control is
now connected to the junction of VR10 and R43
in Fig. 4. D4 and D5 establish rectified voltages

of equal magnitudes but opposite polarities across
C34 and C36 respectively. They are fed

from a suitable tap on the a.c. heater chain, i.e.
their input is connected to the lead joining the
heaters of a suitable pair of valves in the TV
receiver such that an a.c. input voltage of 10 to
30 volts w.r.t. chassis is obtained. The positive
voltage across C34 is used to back the negative
voltage across C36, such that a net negative voltage is obtained across D6 for use in variable -mu

gain control, applied to the bottom ends of the
sound i.f. grid circuits on a.m. sound reception.
D6 is present to prevent positive control voltages
from arising. If the remote volume control is

turned to zero resistance, or the remote muting
switch closed, the junction of VRIO and R43 is

shorted to chassis. The positive backing voltage
cannot then get through at all to D6, so that maximum negative output voltage exists across D6.
The tapping on the heater chain from which the

rectifiers D4, D5 are fed should be selected, so
that sound volume is just reduced to zero or a

minimum, under these conditions. If sound volume
is zero long before the minimum resistance setting
of the remote volume control is reached, move the

tapping nearer to the chassis end of the heater
chain; if sound volume cannot be reduced sufficiently, move the tapping further away from the
chassis end of the heater chain. The optimum
tapping point will vary according to the number
of controlled sound i.f. stages and their grid base
characteristics, i.e. it will depend upon the particular television receiver in question.
After having found the optimum tapping point

on the heater chain to enable the sound volume
just to be reduced to zero, connect a high impedance VTVM or multimeter across D6 and

gradually turn the remote volume control to maximum. During this procedure, the negative voltage
across D6 will get less and less, as more and more
positive backing voltage can get through via VRIO.
Adjust VRIO such that the negative voltage across

D6 just reaches zero when the remote volume
control is at maximum.
Tone Control

television receiver from which the circuit example

has been taken. The switch S3 selects two alternative values of coupling capacitance from the

sound detectors to the a.f. amplifier section. When
S3 is closed, C31 is switched in, giving bass boost
for music reproduction. S3 should be closed for all
mixed speech/music programmes, and, especially
for musical concerts, and opened only for " speech.
only" programmes, such as TV plays, news bullecontrol in the receiver is continuously variable and
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Fig. 4-The audio circuitry of the author's receiver. The f.m. limiter and ratio detector sections for 625 -line rm. sound ar
included, since these are used for remote volume control on fm. sound reception.
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takes the form of a conventional treble -cut arrangement at the grid of the sound output valve (C44 and

VR12). Note that the correct position for such a
tone control is at the grid of the output valve, not
at the anode. The treble -cut volume control is
most frequently found wired between the output
valve anode and chassis, in both TV and sound

radio receivers. It certainly works in either position
(given correct respective component values), but it
shunts power when connected in the anode circuit,
considerably reducing the available power output in

the " bass " setting-just where good " punch " is
required! This disadvantage is absent when the
treble -cut control is connected at the grid of the
output valve.

Aurally Compensated Volume Control

It is seen that the main volume control at the
input to the a.f. amplifier section of the TV receiver
in Fig. 4 is of an unusual kind, as far as current and
past British design is concerned. This type of
volume control has, however, been universally

adopted in most other European countries for at
least the last six years, both for sound and television receivers. The volume control, VR11, is a
normal potentiometer apart from the fact that its
track has two fixed tappings at a quarter and one

half the total track resistance from the chassis end.
Ingenious constructors can easily add taps themselves to a normal volume control, and those wishing to buy a suitable component ready-made and
finding difficulty in obtaining it, may write privately
to Messrs. Arlt Radio -Electronics, 4 Dusseldorf 1,
Friedrichstrasse 61a, West Germany. This company
is prepared to send goods by C.O.D. to any private
address in the U.K.
It is a fact that the human ear is predominantly
sensitive to middle frequencies around 800c/s when
the overall sound volume is low, whereas the sensitivity of the ear-in particular to low bass frequencies-rises strongly as the overall sound intensity is
increased. It is therefore of advantage to gang the
tone and volume controls in some suitable manner
if the impression is to be one of pure volume change
without change of tonal balance as the sound intensity is varied. The ideal arrangement must automatically boost bass as volume is decreased. This is

the purpose of the aurally compensated volume
control exemplified by VR11 in Fig. 4, which represents the cheapest practical method of realising the
desired effect. Tandem potentiometers, such as are
found in stereophonic amplifiers, could certainly be
used, but are more expensive, and give no improve-

ment over the method described here.
The standard method of wiring a double -tapped
aurally compensated volume control is to inject
treble boosted negative feedback from the output
stage into the lower tap on the volume control track,
connect a standard treble -cut c.r.-combination to

the upper tap, at the same time adding a small
differentiating resistor to the bottom end of this

treble cut path (R46) to inject slight treble -boost
into the bottom tap in addition to the negative feedback. With properly chosen component values, as

shown in Fig. 4 for a typical arrangement, this
circuit smoothly cuts treble and boosts bass as

volume is reduced, and finally at low volume levels
accentuating the bass boost even more and re -introducing a slight amount of treble boast.
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Reference Levels

Once we make use of an aurally compensated
volume control, it is clear that we must forfeit the
facility of using the volume control as a compensa-

tor for arbitrary signal carrier input amplitudes.

The compensation circuit is necessarily designed so

as to give " the right impression " at all output
volume levels for a particular input signal level. In
other words, assuming that the radio or TV broadcasting authorities modulate properly at the transmitter, which we may assume that they do on f.m.
transmissions, an

aurally

compensated volume

control at the receiver is only of avail in conjunction with an excellent a.g.c. circuit in the r.f. and
i.f. sections. As far as f.m. reception is concerned,
this condition is largely met if a good limiter stage
is used and a.m. rejection thereof is very good. We
thus see yet another advantage in this respect of the
rectified carrier feedback to the suppressor grid of
the limiter stage V3 in Fig. 4. In passing, it is also
clear from the above remarks why an aurally compensated volume control is seldom, if ever found on

an amplifier unit by itself, since it would there be

rather pointless-the input signal levels which a
general-purpose amplifier has to handle, vary over
too great a range.
Points on Remote Control

We have seen that a radio or television receiver

incorporating an aurally compensated volume
control, also has highly efficient a.g.c. to deliver the

required constant mean signal input to the audio
section. On the other hand, we saw earlier in this
article that remote sound volume control must be

via the i.f. section, which contradicts the condition
of constant detector output required by an aurally
compensated volume control.
It is therefore essential to bear two points in
mind for

a

successful

remote volume control.

Firstly, it should not be used to an excessive degree.
Thus, do not turn the volume control on the

receiver to maximum and then reduce to normal
listening intensity at the remote control, since this
will necessarily give exceedingly weak bass and very

" tinny " reproduction. The correct method is to
turn the remote volume control (VR5 in Fig. 1) to
half-track position and thereafter to advance the
aurally compensated volume control on the TV
receiver to a position which gives normal listening

volume on an average programme. The second
important point is then concerned with the small
residual tone corrections required in conjunction
with operation of the remote volume control if

really critical

programmes, such as symphony

concerts, are involved. Without the remote tone
control VR12 (Fig. 4, treble cut at receiver) is
normally operated at mid -track position. With the
remote tone control via V5 (Fig. 4) connected this
takes over control, i.e. VR12 at the receiver should
then be set to maximum resistance, i.e. maximum

Correct tone on a normal programme at
normal listening volume set as described above is
then obtained with the remote tone control (VR4
in Fig. 1) at mid -track position. If this condition is
not satisfied modify the values of C45 and 85.4 in
Fig. 4 accordingly, since results will be somewhat
treble.

dependent upon the particular intervalve transformer used for TI.
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alone. It is a psychological fact that a really brilliant

Function of the Remote Ton. Control

and impressive sound channel amounts, so as to
speak, virtually to " several inches more screen

The control range of the remote tone control is
only moderate. It is a correction control for the
connoisseur listener and not a wide -coverage main
Satisfactory control over

control.
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diameter ". In other words, a lifelike sound
channel greatly increases the " presence " and

limited

the

"dimension" of the picture on many programme

range available can be achieved without magnetic
distortion using the saturable reactor principle as
outlined earlier in this article.

types.

The author wishes to point out at this stage that
two requirements must be satisfied. The first is
to assure low distortion and correct tonal balance,
which we have already dealt with at various stages
in this article. The second requirement is to assure
adequate audio power output. The reason why
some otherwise ingenious suggestions made from

The inductance of the high -impedance secondary

of an intervalve transformer Ti is adjusted by

varying the d.c. anode current of V5 that passes
through the primary. This current is controlled
by varying the grid bias for V5 via a line from the
remote control unit. In order to be able to use

time to time by our readers have seldom led to

the h.t.+ line as a voltage source at the remote
control unit once again VS has a large cathode

complete success is that they failed to satisfy this
second point. For instance, the pentode section of

resistor so that correct grid control is obtained with
equally large positive grid voltages-w.r.t. chassis.
V5 should be mounted on a small bracket at some

the PCL86 shown as an audio output stage in

Fig. 4 does not give anywhere near sufficient power

This stage is, however, present in the author's TV receiver and is
for real high fidelity sound.

suitable point near the audio section of the TV
receiver being modified and the heater should be

Alternatively a small heater transformer may
be fitted if the supply is a.c.

used to a medium-sized loudspeaker within the TV
receiver cabinet. In addition, and not shown in
Fig. 4, a low -impedance isolating transformer takes
a signal from T2 secondary to a separate 15W high
fidelity power amplifier housed in a large bass reflex
cabinet fitted with the latest model WB Stentorian
loudspeaker and used as a table for the television

High Fidelity Sound
Some very exacting statements and practical

The main power amplifier is a permanent fixture
within the bass reflex cabinet and its controls have
been set and sealed once and for all for optimum
results. The mains input to the power amplifier is

connected near the chassis end of the heater chain,
e.g. above the c.r.t. heater. Check that the heater

current is correct for either the series or parallel
connection of the ECM heater or use an alternative heater rating valve as appropriate in a given
case.

receiver.

pointers have been made in the above discussion
regarding TV sound reproduction.

so connected to the TV receiver that the main
power amplifier is switched automatically, together
with the TV receiver, at the mains switch of the

Readers should

not be tempted to think that these are in any way
pedantic unless they are satisfied with the rather
inferior sound reproduction unfortunately so prevalent

in TV receivers

of

latter.

This combination of equipment, together with
proper attention to all the points regarding the
sound channel discussed elsewhere in this article,

Enough

the past.

lamentation of this point has been presented elsewhere in the pages of this journal to bear out the
truth thereof! In striving for high-fidelity TV
sound one is concerned with even more incentives
than in the case of sound radio or sound recordings

has led to a performance which a television broad-

casting engineer visiting the author's home has
pronounced as being hardly distinguishable from
studio quality.
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Fig. 5-This circuit shows how a variable capacitance diode D7 may be added to virtually any TV turret tuner. As a
simple means of remote fine tuning.

Remote Fine Tuning

There are two methods of achieving fine tuning
on a television receiver channel selector. The first
method is analogous to the familiar bandspread
control on short wave receivers, making use of a
low -capacity variable capacitor in parallel with the
main tuning capacitor or of a mechanical coil -slug
adjustment (variometer tuning). All such devices
are inconvenient for remote control, since they
would then require some form of servo -motor
drive. The second, more modern, method employs
no form of mechanical device but rather a variable
capacitance diode connected across the local oscil-

lator coil and itself controlled by a positive d.c.

voltage of variable magnitude applied to its cathode
(i.e. in the cut-off direction of the diode). Almost
any semiconductor diode manifests the phenomenon
of decreasing barrier layer capacitance with

increasing inverse voltage applied and this is all
that is being made use of here. Some diodes are
specially sold as variable capacitance diodes because

in them the effect is most stable and most pronounced, but readers can try any r.f. diode which
happens to be to hand.
Fig. 5 shows the relevant local oscillator components of the channel tuner within the dotted line;

the arrangement is typical of current design in
turret tuners. To the right are shown the d.c.

blocking capacitors C54, C55, the variable capacitance diode D7 and a decoupling network suitable
for feeding in the diode control voltage from VR1
in the remote control unit, Fig. 1.
Optimum stability is achieved if C54, C55, D7,
R68, R69, L2, L3 are small components and wired

in a tight bunch within the turret tuner around

the oscillator coil studs of the turret stator connections.
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The two leads marked " X "

pass out

through the metal casing of the turret tuner and
R70, R71, C58 are situated very close thereto on
the exterior of the tuner. C56 and C57 must be

either ceramic lead -through capacitors or otherwise

be situated on the exterior of the tuner. In the
latter case it may be necessary to duplicate each

of them by a similar capacitor in parallel connected

immediately at the point of entry of the control

leads inside the tuner casing. The windings L2, L3
are not critical. A few dozen turns of very fine
enamelled copper wire wound on the resistors R68,
R69 are satisfactory. In some cases R68 and R69
alone are sufficient without requiring L2, L3 at all.

capacitance diode circuits operate independently on
the local oscillator coil. There is no objection to
such an arrangement and the a.f.c. circuit continues
to operate when switched on without mutual interference. The slight increase of stray capacitances
due to the double control circuit was easily
counteracted by readjustment of the oscillator

trimmer C52 and slight realignment of the individual coil slugs on the turret rotor for the higher
frequency channels. In some receivers already
fitted with a.f.c. it may be convenient to feed the
remote tuning control voltage from the remote
control unit to the a.f.c. discriminator d.c. amplifier
grid so as to operate into the existing a.f.c. diode.

This is not possible without complications in

fine tuning, usually in the form of an externally

adjustable oscillator trimmer capacitor C52. The
remote control fine tuning circuit can be added as
shown in Fig. 5 to virtually all such receivers.
Trouble is rarely encountered whatever the precise
details of the particular tuner may be.
The author added the remote fine tuning in
parallel with the existing a.f.c circuit because it was
sometimes found necessary to operate his CCTV
transmitting equipment off channel, i.e. at a nonstandard carrier frequency beyond the pull -in
range of the channel a.f.c. to avoid heterodyne
patterns from TV stations. In such applications it

was not found to be necessary to mute the a.f.c.

On the contrary the manual fine tuning extends the
effective range of the a.f.c. and the fact that a.f.c.
remains operative and pulls in the oscillator as soon
as the manual control has been tuned sufficiently
makes the operation of the latter very smooth and
efficient.

It should be pointed out that similar

conditions and requirements can arise for DX -TV
broadcast reception. Should it be desired to mute
the a.f.c. circuit where such is present, i.e. to have
optional manual or automatic fine tuning, the spare
line 7 (blue in Fig. 1) from the remote control unit

can be used to switch a muting bias to the a.f.c.
d.c. amplifier.

Automatic Fine Tuning

The latest TV receivers frequently employ an
arrangement such as shown in Fig. 5 with the
control input at " 6 ", not from a remote control
unit but from an a.f.c. (automatic frequency
control) circuit. This consists of a frequency discriminator sensing the vision i.f. and developing a

d.c. output voltage proportional to the magnitude
and sense of the i.f. frequency error. The d.c.
voltage is amplified and applied as control voltage

a

number of receivers, as was the case in the author's
model, which is also fitted with a.f.c. for the u.h.f.
tuner assembly, using a rather complicated common
switched a.f.c. network. Indeed, receivers already
fitted with a highly efficient a.f.c. circuit, such as the
author's model, normally do not need a fine tuning
control and such can be dispensed with entirely in
the remote control unit. The real need for such
remote fine tuning arises only in the large number
of slightly older receivers fitted with only manual

It is then possible to remove a.f.c.

and take over manual fine tuning at the remote
control unit when required, e.g. under conditions
of poor reception or variable reception.
Conclusion

It is hoped that this article has clarified important

aspects of simple remote control circuits for the
major functions of a television receiver. Whilst

specific circuit examples have been given, the discussion is intended to be quite general and logical

correct the oscillator tuning.

application of the principles explained for a
particular television receiver to be fitted with

a.f.c. circuit, too, which was already connected to
Ll via its own pair of isolating capacitors. The
manual remote control circuit shown in Fig. S was
added in parallel so that in fact two such variable

almost any model.

for the diode D7 in Fig. 5 in such a sense as to
The author's receiver in fact contains such an

remote control is far more important than blind
copying of the circuit illustrations given. The
latter apply as they stand only to a limited number
of receiver models but with slight modification to
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Receivers
No. 110:

by L. Lawry Johns

Emerson E100 and E701

a 14in. model with transportable
facilities and the E701 is a I7in. version. These
a.c./d.c. models have a metal shell cabinet

THE E700 is

which should not and must not have any direct

connection to the receiver chassis. As one side of
the mains connects directly to chassis any omission
of the insulating pieces resulting in connection of
the chassis to the

cabinet will

result

the

in

possibility of a live cabinet and dangerous, perhaps

lethal, shock potential. The mains plug must be

non -reversible and wired so that the chassis

is

never live.

Chassis Removal

The side control knobs should be removed by

releasing the tension on
depressing the clip with

the
a

spring clip by
screwdriver blade

inserted behind the knob. The knob and/or clip
can be broken by directly pulling without easing
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the clip.

There is no such spindle clip on the

volume/contrast knobs and these are directly pulled
off. The channel selector knob has a grub screw.

Turn the channel selector to channel 7, rotate the

tine tuner so that the hole allows access to the
grub screw.

Remove the four screws from the bottom and
the top left screw at the rear which secures the
control bracket and

the cabinet bonding

lead.

Unplug the scanning coil leads, noting carefully
their positions, also the loudspeaker plugs, e.h.t.
lead to
socket.

the side of the tube and the tube base

The chassis can now be eased from the

cabinet, leaving the tube in position.

other two, minimum width in the centre, maximum

on the left. The fine width control is the closed
loop sleeve on the neck of the tube which slides
under the deflection coils to decrease width, being
withdrawn to increase width. This sleeve must not
be rotated.
Tuner Unit

A " Fireball " tuner unit is used. For cleaning,
stripping and adjustment notes see previous articles
in this series. With the tuner inverted, as it is in
these models, the oscillator tuning coil core is

presented to the rear, thus making adjustment a
comparatively simple matter.

Replacing Chassis

Common Faults

Make sure the cabinet lining and insulating
pieces are in position. Insert chassis and connect
leads, including the top left bracket bonding lead.

The PY32 h.t. rectifier is probably one of the
most common causes of failure. The sound is

Ensure that cabinet is insulated from chassis. When
replacing the line deflection coil leads it will be
noted that there are three sockets on the
transformer panel. The clear lead goes to the right

side socket and the blue lead goes to one of the

usually slow in corning through and the picture may

not appear at all or may take a long time, then

appearing small.

A blue glow can usually be seen

in the PY32 envelope, but not always, and it

is

always as well to have a spare PY32 at hand for a
conclusive test. A voltmeter check would show a
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very slowly rising h.t. voltage, the rate of rise
depending upon the condition of the valve as the
getter slowly copes with the impaired vacuum.
Persistent fuse failure can be due to intermittent
arcing in the PY32, but if the fuse holds until the
sound comes through, only to fail as the line
timebase warms up, the PY32 heater then glowing
brightly for a moment before the fuse fails, check
the PY81 efficiency diode as a breakdown of
insulation

between

heater

the

cathode

and

sometimes occurs only when the line timebase

VRB

209

When the PL36 is not at fault it will be necessary
to make further checks and the order of these will
depend upon the evidence of one's ears, eyes and
meter (I was going to say smell). For example, if
the line whistle is very ragged and a discharging

noise can be heard the source of the sound will
often

reveal the cause

immediately.

If heavy

interference is visible on the screen and a noise can
be heard from the deflection coils this is not a signal
to replace the coils. Nearly always the trouble is

due to a discharge from the line coils to the fine
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Fig. 3-The layout of valves and major components above -chassis, giving the
circuit functions of each valve.

commences to produce its high -peak voltages.

Another quite common fault is normal sound
With no picture or raster, no whistle and thus no
e.h.t. Examination may show that all valves are
lighting except the PL36. This indicates that the

vacuum has been destroyed and it is not uncommon

to find that the whole glass envelope is neatly
cracked and will lift off the plastic base. Whilst
this cap happen with no contributory causes it is
as well 'to check for causes of overheating. A
frequent cause is a change in value of R82, the

4.7kfl screen dropping resistor wired to pin 4. A
change in value also causes lack of width and
variation of line hold.

HT rec

EF60

A wire -wound resistor, SW,

should be used for replacement but note that the
chassis is rather shallow and the resistor must not
be pressed against any other components.

width sleeve on the neck of the tube, which can be
removed altogether, adjusting the coarse width to
compensate,

or

replaced

with

a new
sleeve
C93 is a 100pF
sometimes shorts. The

(available from most dealers).
3.5kf1

ceramic

which

obvious test for this is to disconnect one end to note

the effect. A replacement must have adequate
voltage rating, minimum 3.51(11. This capacitor is
fairly accessible, being mounted on the line

transformer panel. A shorted C92 0.001µF high voltage rating as C93 produces more obvious effects,

PY81 red hot, fuses blown, etc., with perhaps
complications due to the PY81 or/and PY32
breaking down under the strain. C91 0.1,uF is the
line capacitor which is sometimes the
responsible component when the e.h.t. fails.

boost

CONTINUED NEXT MONTH
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A MONTHLY FEATURE
FOR DX ENTHUSIASTS
111101111M

by Charles Rafarel

Vision lies approximately half way between
B2 and B3 vision.
E2. Vision lies just 1.f. of B3 vision.
R2. Vision lies approximately half way between
B2 and B3 vision.
E4 and Ib. Vision lies just h.f. of B4 vision.
F4. Vision lies just 11 of B5 vision.
Ia.

I write this month's article, the poor
Sporadic E conditions continue, but we must

AS

not be despondent as it is quite normal for
this time of the year.
I am glad to note, however, that Tropospheric
reception conditions are continuing to be quite
good, but of course this is not of any great assis-

tance to those DX'ers who live well inland and
to the north and west of the country, and who
are too far from Continental TV stations to be able
to receive many of them by this method. All that

I can say to them is: be patient, Sporadic E will
return again next year, and you, too, will be able
to receive those Continental transmitters.
If you do fall into the above categosy then I
suggest that you concentrate on more local DX
and see what can be received in the way of more
distant BBC/ITA stations, not forgetting Telefis
Eireann, Eire.
During the present period of relative DX

inactivity, the Editor has suggested that it might
be useful if we gave fuller details of. Continental
TV channels and frequencies,

and I fully agree with this. We

are therefore this month publish-

ing an analysis of 'the Band I
channels and how they lie. in
relation to the English " B "
channels used by BBC/ITA
stations. This will be of par-

ticular use to beginners, as it will

help, them in searching for DX
stations.

Later we will deal with Band
III channels in the same manner,
but for the moment we will concentrate on Band I, and a list of
all channels in this band is given
below, covering all European fre-

quencies for the 405, 625 and
819 line systems in use.

Frequency

(Mcis")
41.25
41.50
45.00
48.25
49.75
51.75
52.40
53.25
53.75
54.40
55.25
56.25

Vision Channel Tuner Positions:
E2.

Vision lies between Bl, and B2 vision and

is approximately I of the way between them,

it is in fact where the B2 sound appears as

a pattern on the screen.
E2a and RI Vision lies to the h.f. side of E2, and
between B1 and B2 vision.
F2. Vision lies just to the h.f. side of B2 vision.

Sound Channel Tuner Positions:
F2. Sound lies just 1.f. of B1 sound.
P2. Sound lies just h.f. of B3 sound.
F4. Sound lies approximately half way between

B3 and B4 sound.
E2a. Sound lies approximately half way between
B3 and B4 sound, and just h.f. of F4 sound.
R1. Sound lies just l.f. of B4 sound.
Sound lies just h.f. of B4 sound.
Ia.
E3. Sound lies approximately half way between
B4 and B5 sound.
Sound lies h.f. of B5 sound.

R2.

E4 and Ib. Sound lies a little further h.f. of B5
sound than R2.

In addition to the above Telefis Eireann, Eire,
operates on channel " b " in Band I, outside the
normal European channels, and its relative position for the Gort Maghera station on the tuner is
Channel

Vision

-BI
E2

E2a, RI
132

F2

-

Sound
F2

-BI

B2

B3

Ia, b

E2

E3

E2a

F4

RI

as follows:-

" b ". Vision

Frequency
(Mc/s.)
56.75
58.25
59.25
59.75
60.75
61.75
62.25
63.25
65.55
65.75
66.75
67.75

lies

Channel

Vision

Sound

-

-B3

B4

R2

Ia

b

-E3

B4.

-

E4, lb

B5

F4

R2

B5

approximately

E4, lb

half

way

between B2 and B3 vision and is in fact the same
frequency as channel E3 vision.
b ". Sound lies approximately half way

between B4 and B5 sound, and just h.f. of Ia
sound.

-continued on page 226
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SAME DAY SERVICE

VALVES

NEW ! TESTED ! GUARANTEED I
1R5, 185, 1T4, 384.3V4, DAF91, DF91, DK91, 1)1,92, DL94: Oct
SETS of
4 for 15/, DAF96. DF96. DK96. DL96. I for 23/6.
7/6 7B7

1A7UT
1115

618 705

1145(11

8/-,7R7
4/97Y4
3/9112117

1/4501 SA

8/- DF33
7/9 DF91

.

131.1KCIA2

2/8 flet,s9
8/- E,F39

1

5/9 1)1174
5/- 1)1177

816 EF41

6/911747
7/. PC95
9/- Pe97
7/- I749
3/9 PCC84 5/6 1129
6/6 P3e09 9/6 I159
4/6 P1:9140 6/9 r54
4/8 PC1,12 6/9 ' ,
6/. PCF84 7/9 NM
6/8 PcF86 9/8 1241
4/8 PrFA05 9/8 U991
2/9 PCL82 8/8 U601
2/0 101.93 0/- 41001

4/- EF42
8/9 01181 12/6; E16('
2/6 12.11/7 4/9 DK32
ell- E185
16/6 12AX7 4/9 DE91
419 EF86
315
6/9 12K7GT 4/8 DK91
6/9 EFR9
4/10 12K8GT 8/9 Diitai
3Q4
6/6 EF91
384
4/9 I2Q7UT 4/3 01.53
74 89911
3V4
5/8 1911060 019 171.35
6/9 EF183 763 P31,84 7/9
5114(7
4/9 1.1119 11/9 PC1,85 8/6
4/8 2041
12/8 DIA/
51301 91- 20P4 13/6 1)1,94 6/6 MAI 7/8 PKNA4 ale
5240
11190196
0/e1EL84
1/. 2OP5
4/9 PERM 9/8
611,5
2/- 251.6(3T 4/9 F.1134830 6/1E1,95
5/6 PEN3520
6,4(45
6/. 30019 9/6 EAF49 9/- El134 7/11
16/4/.. :WM 9/81541
6118
4/, EM80 6/3 PEN4VA
6811)
0/- 30L10 9/8 111191
21 6)181 7/3
12/6
4131.6
13/6 11033 5/. 68164
6/11 PE71360
613040 12/6 30119 18/6 EBC41 7/3 E5187
7/.
15/181113
N. 301'1,1
8/- EBE60 6 - EY31
8/9
6/- P1.36
68J6
5/6 30PL13 10/9 ER183 7/6 9.188
7/6/6 P1.91
8E13
3/6 301(.14 12/3 ER189 6/. E240
5/6 P1.92
5/8
6114
9/ 3515 14/- EB1.91 10/6 EZ41
5/.
7/6 PL83
u7r4
4/6 351/30T 8/3 E1r25 4/9 1280
4/- PLA4
6/9
1145

185
1T4
21,

5/8 10P411

(KM

1/6 35Z4GT 6/. 'Q'40

819 17.81

6127,1T
6K841

4/3 A C1V Pt!

4/91:11.33

4/- 53E17

8/6 E(1181

.82
EC 4'82

o12401 7/6;
12/8 El3,33
615.,
9/11 AZ7D
6/6 E(.9.1.4
0Q70
4/9,836
4/6 E.'005
6Q7OT 7/9101)1135 12/2 1.0140

4/8 P125
3/9 Fw415006/3 P1(1)
7/- 11237

14/9 P Y38

819 14'40
5/- PV/i1

6/8 K132
8/. PY82
6/5 KT78
6/3 84E140015/- P193

ii$1,7,1T 3/- 1'1.:13
9.6 Ell'52 2/3 MU14 5/- P100
oi1N7491 3/614:i I
12/6 ii,:FRo 10/9 )1 N*43,PEN 13 P1030
,:1411
3/9,171032 8/316C1134 eh.
1218 TR'. ,
.11.10T 6/6,111191 3/91E01147 8/3 ND+
4/10 T11977

(XI

6 x :,t1T

3/9. DAF96kat 11
8/6 1)(1101

I

6/9 1.)'1.46

16/61'25
4/6'1's,,

3/9 5 106

63;0113

8/8
9/6
9/4/6
8/9
3,1)

8/6
8/6
9/12/-

114090

15/9
5/9

11:61:0 58/i9.
ti

u

1

6/6

1

7/8

UBF80

GI -

1/

,

113E89 6/9
5/6
DC92

0/044

00065
U17,110

001142
45051RI

001.82

17(7183

7/9 1;141

9/. 0142
9/. 0189

5/9 (51.41

5/9 I L44

5/.. F1,84
5/9 01411

7/3 0141

8/6 01161

9/4 vr413
7/9 CO/
9/6, W77

1161W7411

8/-

8/9
8/6
7/8
6/6
7/8
9/9
7/3
4/9
6/8
7/15/8/8

7/.
4/9
5/12/9
3/6
2/6
16/8

READERS RADIO
24 COLBERG PLACE, STAMFORD HILL, LONDON N.16
STA. 4587
Post dd. oar valve extra. Ant Parse) Insured against Damage in Transit Messrs.
Any C.O.D. Par,e1 413 extra.
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OUTSTANDING OFFERS

FROM WIRECOMP!'
TV CHASSIS

,

MADE BY FAMOUS BRITISH MANUFACTURER
FOR U.K. USE
Switthable time base to 625 lines. Brand new and unused
but score soiled. 13 valve p'us 2 diode circuit. Designed for
110° electrostatic Cathode Ray Tube -will take I7in., 19in.,
2Iin. or 23in. tube. Fitted with bands I/111 Turret tuner complete with 12 sets of coils. All controls fitted. Chassis
size: 18in. high x ISin. wide x Sin. deep. Sound Output
transformer fitted for 3 ohm speaker. For 200/250 v. A.C./
D.C. mains operation.

COMPLETE WITH VALVES AND BANDS I/111
TURRET TUNER -UNTESTED BUT ALL COMPONENTS AND VALVES FULLY GUARANTEED

WIRECOMP'S PRICE 13 GNS.
Carriage and Packing 12/6 extra.

AVAILABLE FULLY TESTED 15 GNS.
Can be supplied with brand now I7in. C.R.T. at an
additional cost of E2.

Carriage and Packing 17/6 extra.

NEW BRANCH NOW OPEN

Personal callers invited to our new London

branch -323 Edgware Road, W.2.
Full range of the latest Hi -Fl equipment, tape recorders,
record players, components, etc., etc.

.

ee

BARGAIN HUNTERS LOOK!
WIRECOMP'S BARGAIN STORE
48 Tottenham Court Road, W.I
Thousands of bargains: Transistor Radios - Record

Players - Tape Recorders - Radiograms - etc.

Stocks constantly changing -Rock Bottom Prices

FREE TUBE EQUIVALENTS CHART

will be sent on receipt of S.A.E.
BRAND NEW THROUGHOUT
excepting glass
L4.10.0
L5.15.0

12In.

15-17in.

231n.

...

L7.15.0

Emiscope,

Cossor,

All makes
Brimar,

REBUILT MULLARD AND MAZDA
TUBES

I4in.
£4.0.0
2Iin.
14.10.0
All Tubes Fully GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS.
Dispatch same day. Cash with Order. Carriage

121n....
15-171n.

...
...

CHASSIS

625 line T.V. chassis (Export Model). For 200-250 v. A.C./
D.C. mains. Fitted with Bands I/111 turret tuner. Fully
loaded with 12 sets of coils for all CCIR channels in these
bands. F/M sound. Made by famous British manufacturer.
15 Mullard valves. Electrostatic focus and deflection. Will
take I7in., I9in., 2Iin. or 23in. CRT. All controls fitted.
Supplied new and unused with all valves, Tin. x 4in. speaker
t data included FREE.
(Less tubs and cabineIRECOMt). CircuiPRICE

123
W
P'S
Carriage and Packing FREE to any part of the world,

I7in. C.R.T. available at C2 extra if required -larger

tubes can be quoted for on request.

L12.10.0

New Silver Screen and Aluminising.
Mullard, Mazda,
Emitron, etc.

(5. 5.0

I4in.
19-2Iin.

EXPORT MODEL TV

TV POWER PACK
Takes a PY32 or 33.

Contains: Filament transformer end

smoothing choke, mains dropping resistor, Brirnistor,
smoothing capacitor 100-200-16-16mFd. 275V/w, 350v surge.
Also 16-16 mFd, 275V/w and sundry capacitors, resievors, etc.

On metal chassis, size 6 x 4ein. x overall height 5*1n. No
circuit available.

L3. 0.0

WIRECOMP'S PRICE 1216 (less ret. valve)

L4.10.0

WIRECOMP'S PRICE 2316

and Insurance I0/-.
Wholesalers of Tungsram and R.F.T. Valves.

(with rec. valve)

Post and packing 3/6

EXTENSIVE STOCKS OF MAKERS'
SURPLUS TV CHASSIS PERSONAL CALLERS ONLY

S.T.S. Ltd.

WIRSCOMP ELECTRONICS

35 POUND STREET, CARSHALTON.

TEL. CUNNINGHAM 9530
Hours of business: 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Open all day
I Hospital.
Saturday. Opposite Paddington G

SURREY
Telephone: WALLINGTON 9665

378 HARROW ROAD, LONDON W9
Buses 18B and 36 pass the door.

,

,

'

,

,
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LINE

from

LIVERPOOL

OUTPUT

TRANSFORMERS
FOR ALL MAKES

LIVER TUBES
N..

MANUFACTURERS WE CAN

AS

SUPPLY ANY CATHODE RAY TUBE
THAT HAS BEEN MANUFACTURED.

Buy direct from D.T.Y
and save money
All stock items are brand new and despatched
same day. We have the largest stocks in the U.K.
Send S.A.E. for quotations.

INFORMATION WILL BE SENT ON
REQUEST TO PRIVATE OR TRADE
INQUIRIES.

All our LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS are

either made by D.T.V. or the Set Manufacturers
concerned. See our advert on the back cover of the
September issue for full details, and compare prices.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
CAMEO BUILDINGS

LIVER

WEBSTER ROAD
LIVERPOOL 7

LTD.
DEPT. PT, 126 HAMILTON RD., WEST NORWOOD,
Tel. GIPsy Hill 6166 (PBX)
LONDON S.E.27

Sefton Park 3428

_ THE LATEST EDITION, OF ENGINEERINO'OPPORTUNITIES

Have you sent for your copy?
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

is a highly informative 156 -page guide to

the best paid engineering posts. It tells

you how you can quickly prepare at home
for a recognised engineering qualification
and outlines a wonderful range of modern

Home Study Courses in all branches of

Engineering. This unique book also gives
full details of the Practical Radio & Electronics Courses, administered by our
Specialist Electronics Training Divisionthe B.I.E. T. School of Electronics explains
the benefits of our Employment Dept. and
shows you how to qualify for five years
promotion in one year.

We definitely Guarantee

" NO PASS - NO FEE"
Whatever your age or experience. you cannot afford
to miss reading this famous book. If you are earning
len than £30 a week, send for your copy of
",ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" today- FREE.

WHICH IS YOUR
PET SUBJECT?
Mechanical Eng..
Electrical Eng..
Civil Engineering,
Radio Engineering.
Automobile Eng.,
Aeronautical Eng.,

Production Eng.,
Building, Plastics,
Draughtsmanship,
Television, etc.

GET SOME
LETTERS AFTER

plutvien

INCLUDING
T OOLS!

EQUIPMENT

The specialist Eke-

Basic Practical and Theoretic Courses for beginners in
Radio. T.V.. Electronic.,
Etc.. A.M.I.E.R.E.. City &
Guilds

Radio Amateurs' Exam.
R.T.E.B. Certificate
Cartiocate
Practical Radio

Radio & Television Servicing

Practical Electronics
Electronics Engineering

A.I.LM.I.
B.Sc.

Etc.. etc.

B.I.E.T.
ELECTRONICS

POST. COUPON- NOW
Please send me your FREE 156 -page

111

"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"

A.I.O.B.

City & Guilds
Gen. Cert. of Education

sal labors tory trainine at home with
prat flea/ equtpment.
Ask far details.

SCHOOL OF

Aut.,ustion

YOUR NAME!
A.M.I.Mech.E.
A.M.I.C.E.
A.M.I.Prod.E.

Division of
B.I.E.T.
NOW offers you a
sronics

(Write if you prefer not to cut page)
NAME
ADDRESS

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGI NEERING
TECHNOLOGY

(Dept. SE 20), 29 Wright's Lane, London, W.8

SUBJECT OR EXAM
THAT INTERESTS ME

IS[, 201.
---

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE 'LEADING= ORGANISATION OF ITS'AIND IN THE -WORLD
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SIGNAL

PREAMPS FOR BANDS I AND III
FROM OLD CONVERTERS
A simple conversion to an old ITA
"converter" provides an efficient signal
booster for fringe area receivers.

BY T. D. WILL/A.1LS.
WITH the arrival on the market of old, and
often brand new, converters of the " turret "
variety at practically give away prices, my
thoughts turned to what possible use could be
made of these other than their original purpose.
A friend who lived in a really bad signal area
in Wales where BBC on channel S Band I was
lust about viewable, and ITV on channel 10 Band
III was merely a whisper of sound, even with
high gain aerials and low loss down lead, led my

IMPORTANT! When carrying out a conversion such as described in this article,
you

will

be

working

with

a.c. d.c.

circuitry. Ensure that the mains connections
are made correctly to avoid the metal parts
being " live " to earth and therefore
dangerous.

thoughts to preamps which could he made cheaply
and Were switchable from channel to channel.

The possibility of using half a converter as

a

predmplifier occurred to me, since the cascodc
PC014 r,f. amplified stage was dearly well suited

to such a purpose and the best type of device the
TV industry could produce.
in order to produce the very best results it is
esstritial to obtain coils for the actual channels
which it is required to tune. Also, if possible, a

converter having coil biscuits similar to those

shown in Fig. 2 should be obtained rather than
those in Fig. I. as they can be given a final trim,
whereas those in Fig. 1 cannot. However, providing coils for the proper channels are obtained,

there should be no difficulty with either type of
coil.

THE PROCESS OF CONVERSION

The process of converting the converter was

reasonab:y simple. The existing aerial connections
were not

interfered with in

any way, but in

l -Converters having this type of coil biscuits are
suitable but have the disadvantage that they cannot be
trimmed.
Fig.

Fig. 2---A final trim to this type of coil biscuit is possible
and is therefore preferable.

Fig. 3.--A typical converter with its side plate removed to
show the contacts to the switch bunks.
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I

HT+(Red)

C19

R2

Output

L2

C5

9

C1

R3

C4

§

L4

L1

lOsc coil
R10

C11

C15

LD

8

RI

I___ __J

L3
c>

8

R6
5

lP

C3

4

jv

Re---

R

C16

C13

C12

C6

C2

CIO

R4

Cs

C14

C9

C17

C1s

Brown
a

AGC

(Green)

Heaters

Gain

control
(White)

Mauve

Fig 4.-The circuit of a typical turret tuner.

turrets having separate inputs for Band I and
Band III it is usual on the aerial coils for tags 9
and 10 to be used to contact one aerial and tags
10 and 11 the other aerial (see Fig. 3) to the coil
biscuits. Therefore if it is intended to use one
type of converter with coil biscuits from another,
it is as well to bear this point in mind.
The question of taking the amplified output
from the converter to the aerial socket of the
receiver was the only one which called for thought.

A look at the circuit of a typical turret tuner

(Fig. 4) will show the output from the second triode of the PCC84 is coupled via coil L2 to the
grid of the pentode section of the PCF80 via coil
L3. Coil L4 is the oscillator coil and can be
ignored.

It was necessary to take the output from coil
L3, and to get at the connections to this, firstly
remove the clip -on base of the converter and then

the side panel, which is usually secured by two

self -tapping screws. When this has been done the
connections to the two banks of contacts with
which the coil biscuits connect are revealed.

CONTACT CONNECTIONS

The aerial, or shorter of the two banks, was

left untouched, while a short length of coax cable
was so'dered to the two centre contacts numbered
3 and 4 on the longer of the coil banks, as shown

in Fig. 3.
It will be found in most turrets that contact
number 4 is not brought out, as are the others,
but is turned to the inside of the turret and is
soldered to a test point. This test point varies in
location from turret to turret, but an inspection
of the inside of the tuner with the coil biscuits
removed will quickly show to what point it is
connected.

The two main alternative positions are shown

in the top view of the turret in Fig. 5. Contact

number 4 should have the coax outer soldered to
it and should also be bonded to tuner chassis. It
is in order to make these connections at the
"Test Point" on the top of the tuner if this is
found easier.

This cable should be terminated at the other

Februery, 1965
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end with a coax plug. There does not appear to
be a critical length for the cable. and title writer
used a piece about 18 inches long. This gave
plenty -of free movement while the preamp was
being adjusted and allowed it to be tucked neatly
in the receiver on completion.
N.T. ANb L.T.
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FIRST TESTS

When these modifications have been completed,

plug in and switch on the parent receiver and

allow to warm up. AT THIS POINT TEST THE

CHASSIS AND METAL WORK WITH A

NEON SCREWDRIVER TO MAKE SURE THE
MAINS POLARITY IS CORRECT AND THAT

YOU DO NOT HAVE A "LIVE" CHASSIS.

Since no valves were removed from the receiver,

IF THE NEON GLOWS, REVERSE THE

was necessary to wire the converter into the
circuit' sofir as its h.t. and 1.t. supplies were con-

the aerials make sure these are being received

as would be the case in a normal conversion, it
cerned.

Rear in mind that some very old receivers have
0.1 Amp heater chains and if the preamp is
intended for use with one of these the valve

requjred will need to be a UCC84 which has a

0.1 Amp heater. Incidentally, the i.f. output of the
turret is of ,no conseqUence whatsoever in this
modification.

In view of the vast variety of receivers in use

it is impossible to give specific notes on obtaining
power for the preamp, except to say that the
heaters are best wired in as near the low voltage
end of the heater chain as possible. Since only one
valve is being inserted into the circuit it is rarely
necessary to adjust the mains tappings of the
receiver. H.T. can be picked up at any suitable

point in the circuit.

MAINS PLUG AND TEST AGAIN.
If any sort of results are being obtained from

as well as possible. Then unplug the aerial and
insert into the receiver socket the coax plug lead-

ing from the preamp, plug the aerial down lead
into the preamp aerial socket and switch the pre amp so the coil biscuits therein arc connected to
the same channel as the receiver.
If the coils in the preamp are accurately aligned
will he found that a vastly improved picture
appears on the tube and that there will be no need
to make any further adjustments. If there is little
it

or no improvement the cods
adjusted.

will need

to be

ADJUSTMENTS

The two coils marked "A" and "B" in Fig. 2
should be adjusted for maximum picture brightness. The coil on the aerial biscuit should be
adjusted last of all. It has been found this coil
needs adjustment even from aerial system to

aerial system.
Trimmers

Atternitive

Popitions of

test point

Fig. 5s ----Top view of the converter showing the alternative
positions for the test point.
WIRING CONNECTIONS

It Is necessary to solder a jumper lead across
p0s 4 and 5 of the PCF80 valve base. Do not,
under any circumstances, operate the preamp with
the PCF80 left in circuit otherwise its local
-oscillator. will produce the most weird effects and
POstablY not only on your receiver, but also on

.those, Of your neighbours who are likely to bring
the GPO breathing fire and smoke down your neck.
If difficulty is found in getting at pins 4 and 5
'of 'the PCPSO valve base, which is quite likely
since they are rather tucked away, it is in order
-to fond k piece of fairly heavy gauge wire into a

small hairpin loop and insert this between pinholet, 4 and 5 from the top of the base.
Make certain the set is not plugged in or

; witched on when this lirik is inserted, for if it is.
mains potential will exist between pins 4' and 5
until the link is in place.

If the preamp has coil biscuits as in Fig. 1,
the only means by which coils "A" and "B" can
be adjusted is by moving the coil turns nearer or
further apart. The aerial coil, of course, has the
usual tuning slug which can be adjusted through
a hole in the rear of the tuner.
It is unusual to have any need to adjust coils
"A" and "B" as they are very accurately aligned
by the manufacturer.
When one channel has been safely aligned for
best results the receiver should be switched to
the second channel and the preamp similarly
switched to have its coil set for that channel
switched into circuit. It may sound silly, but
always remember to do this. The writer nearly
went mad on the occasion when he switched the
set tuner over but forgot to switch the preamp;
there is nothing more frustrating than trying to

preamplify a feeble ITV signal through BBC coils.

PCC89 SUBSTITUTION

Further gain can be achieved by replacing the

PCC84 with a PCC89 valve. So far as base connections are concerned they are a plug-in replacement,

but to obtain optimum results from the PCC89
it is necessary to alter the cathode bias resistor
114- in Fig. 4 from the existing value of 100f1 to
820.

To do this it is necessary to remove the revolt'-continued on page 227

RESONANT LIN

AN electrical circuit is tuned by a combination

inductance L and capacitance C and
resonance occurs at the frequency at which
the reactances of L and C are equal. There is a
of

simple little formula which expresses this condition

and it is:

Frequency at Resonance f=

159

N/L C

where f is in Mc/s, L is in l.tH and C is in pF.

The very small inductance requirement for
turns of heavy gauge wire on a small diameter
tuning Band III channels is made up of very few

former, while a substantial part of the capacitance
is formed by strays (under controlled conditions)
and the internal capacitances of a valve. This, then,
is why considerable mistuning can occur it v.h.f.
tuner if a wire is misplaced, a screen let cif or a
different size component used as a replacement.
Fixed capacitors are used to partially " swamp "

Thus it can be seen that by reducing either L or
C (or both) the tuned frequency is increased. In
many cases of radio and television practic.: L is the
ordinary tuning coil and C is the tuning capacitor,
and either may be variable to tune the circuit over
a range of frequencies. This shown in Fig. 1.
Strays of L and C

At broadcast frequencies (medium frequency

radio) both L and C are

relatively large.

At

500kc/s (0.5Mc/s), for example, the inductance is
about 300µ1-1 and the capacitance about 340pF.
These relatively large values of L and C mean that
strays of L and C in the circuit and valves themselves have virtually no

effect

on the tuned

frequency. An extra two or three " puffs " or RI -I
of inductance would barely give a recordable
change in frequency.
At such frequencies therefore one does not need
to bother too much about how much extra C or L
the circuit is introducing. As the tuned frequency
is increased, however, strays of L and C become
more important. At 200Mc/s (Band III television
frequencies) it only needs an inductance of 0.2,411
and a little over 3pF to obtain resonance. Thus
here only a fraction of a pF or /LH would cause a
substantial change in tuned frequency.
Between the windings and turns of coils there
exists a capacitance and the circuit connecting leads
These capacitances and
possess inductance.
inductances have to be taken very much into
account at Band III frequencies, as we are
probably well aware.
In addition, the internal capacitances of the
valves and the capacitances formed between the

wiring and components and the chassis are also
very important at very high frequencies (v.h.f.).

It is for this reason that the performance of a

v.h.f. tuner or amplifier may very much deteriorate
after a servicing exercise if the wiring or
components have suffered misplacement. It is also
the reason why some home -constructed equipment
fails to work if the layout has been altered from that
specified by the designer.

(b)
(a)
Fig. I-The resonant frequency of a circuit in which
capacitance is connected in parallel with inductance can
be altered either by varying capacitance, C (a) or inductance, L (b). Increasing either decreases the tuned
frequency.

the strays, for if this were not done there would be
substantial frequency drift during warming up and
on changing a valve. Even so, when a valve is
replaced retuning is often necessary.
Turns Spacing

The tuned frequency is also originally established
by the spacing between the few turns on a coil, for
varying the spacing changes the self -capacitance of
the

coil,

increasing

the

spacing

reduces

the

capacitance and increases the frequency.
It is .;een, therefore, that at Band III frequencies

a v.h.f. tuner must be in a high state of L and C
balance for optimum results. Early tuners were

easily prone to misadjustment but modern versions
are relatively stable devices, though, of course, they

can simply be put off tune and out of balance by
internal fiddling.
At Band I freqUencies .(around, the 50Mc/s mark)

things are not quite so critical and changes in
strays of L and C have less of an effect on the
tuning.

At medium frequencies (radio broad-

casting) great liberties can be taken over the layout
of the components and wiring, for small changes in

L or C are insignificant in comparison with the

large L and C necessary to tune over the broadcast
bands.

0

of tuning

is

totally abandoned and

in place is

employed a carefully designed transmission line.
The transmission line usually takes the form of a
" coaxial " arrangement. Here the inner conductor
is supported in an enclosed trough which forms the

GORDON J . KING
U.H.F. Bands

Now, suddenly we have jumped from about
200Mc/s in Band III to towards 600Mc/s at the

top end of Band IV (channel 33-the London
frequency

of

Channel-has
567.25Mc/s). As most of us will know, the new

BBC -2

a

vision

BBC -2 transmissions are taking place in the ultrahigh -frequency bands, so now we are concerned
with tuning these far higher frequencies as
compared with those that we have been used to in
the past.
Indeed before we have finished we will be dealing
with frequencies up to about 850Mc's (Channel 68)
and this is really going some from the domestic
front!
These ultra -high frequencies make it virtually
impossible to employ standard inductors in tele-

outer conductor. The system is sometimes called
" trough -line " tuning and " lecher wire tuning",
according to the fancy of the designer or author!
A transmission line which is adjusted in length
in relation to the frequency it is required to tune,
can be made the equivalent of a parallel resonant
circuit (as shown in Fig. 1). The line is so resonant

1/4, 3/4, 5/4 and etc. wavelength when it

at

is

shorted at one end and 1/2, 3/2, 5/2 and etc. when
it is open.
An ordinary length of coaxial cable or other

transmission line will exhibit this characteristic, and
there are circuits which use coaxial cable for tuning
instead of the more conventional inductance and
capacitance.
For u.h.f.

tuners and amplifiers, however,
ordinary coaxial cable has too much of a spread and

insufficiently stable for serious work. A transmission line is thus created after the style of that

is

shown in Fig. 2. Here we have a metal box in which

vision tuners designed for Bands IV and V, for

great difficulty is experienced in keeping the stray

Ls at a sufficiently low value to secure the tuning
That is to say, the value of the stray Ls is
greater than required to tune the u.h.f. channels in
conjunction with the stray Cs of the circuit.

point!

It is interesting to note that a 4in. length of

Fig.

assume a great importance at such high freoi:mcies.
The author has experimented with many designs
of chassis for u.h.f. service and has never failed to
be surprised at the " new look " that these take on

is a metal rod, the whole often being silver-plated

and metal parts of the tuner or amplifier also

In many cases a virtual
" open circuit " has been measured, for instance,

at

such frequencies.

between two perfect electrically connected chassis
points at the working frequency. This is because
the inductance of the chassis in conjunction with
capacitance effects has caused the combination to
act as a rejector at the tuned frequency!
Chassis points for the connection of decoupling
capacitors, tuned circuits and so on thus need often
to be chosen with great care and after much
experimentation. Anyway, now to revert to the
main theme.
Transmission Line Tuning

Since it is not easily possible to secure resonance
on the u.h.f. channels by the conventional LC combination, other methods have been adopted. In u.h.f.
tuners and some amplifiers the normal LC method

T

Metal rod along centre or box

2-A simple transmission line consists of a metal rod

ordinary 18s.w.g. copper connecting wire has itself
Even valves
an inductance of about 0.1,1H.
designed for u.h.f. service have appreciable inter electrode capacitances, so all in all problems are
certainly involved in attaining the LC combination
needed to get up to 600Mc/s or so. The chassis

enclosed by a metal box. It has a characteristic impedance
D

Zo equal to: 138 log"-, where D is the internal dia.
d

meter of the outer conductor and d the diameter of the
inner conductor.

to reduce the losses, having in mind that u.h.f.
signal currents travel within the first few microns

of surface, this being known as the " skin effect ".

Let us suppose that we wish to make up such a

transmission line for half -wave tuning, the line

being open -circuit. The metal rod (inner conductor) is then supported on insulators so that it is
free from connection with the metal box (outer conductor) at each end.
Half -wave Line

Now, a half -wave at Channel 33 is 28cm (about
11 inches), so on the face of it, it would seem that
we should need a remarkably clumsy device to take
the place of a very small LC combination. Moreover, since a tuner would be required to tune over
the u.h.f. channels (from Channel 22 at 470Mc/s
to Channel 68 at about 860Mc/s) it would also
seem that some mechanical means would be
required to allow the, physical length of the line to
he adjusted. This would be from 32cm at 470Mc/s
to 17.4cm at 860Mc/s.
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A

adjusted, and this is achieved

B

2

Less than

IA 1/4 wavelength
replaced with
capacitance

capacitance of a valve, and line section b -B being
replaced by a variable capacitor.
If the length of the line is arranged ,so that at
maximum capacitance of C2 resonance occurs at
470Mc/s, at minimum capacitance the frequency
swing could be such as to embrace 860Mc/s.

(a)

a

g

b

;

l......_...........Yy
.

1/4wavelength

replaced with
capacitance

a

out switching. It is upon this principle that the
u.h.f. tuner is based.

.1E1

-

(b)

In that way, therefore, continuously variable
tuning over all the u.h.f. channels is possible with -

j

Less than

i

U.H.F. Amplifier

1

Fig. 4 shows the cross-section of a transmission
line system which is designed as a tuneable u.h.f.
amplifier. The inner conductor is supported in the

b

Cli,

Coaxial
output socket

(c)
Fig.

3-The length of

a

(b).

Tuning it

CapaCitOr

half -wave

transmission line unloaded is 32cm at
470Mc;s (a). By cutting off a slice
of the line at each end and replacing
the pieces cut off by capacitance, the
line A -B con be reduced in length to

a -b

by maing C2

variable. Thus, we have line section Aka being
replaced by Cl, much of which can be the anode

.-

-X at 47oNic/s ... 32cm.

Februory, 1965

4.

11 1
AM.

AM.

Anode

The finished configuration is

shown at (c) end the line 0.4 is 5cm.

In Fig. 3 (a) is represented a

PC88
valve

Stand-off
insulators

en

holder
Cathode

half -wave transmission line A -B,
and at 470Mc/s, as we have seen,

t

ONE

its physical length is 32cm. For-

Iunately, however, it is possible to
reduce this length considerably by
cutting off a length of line at each

Trough closed top and bottom
Screened

Input compartment

Ceramic

trimmers

side and replacing the pieces cut

off with capacitance.

rCoaxial Input socket

Line Shortening Artifice

This line shortening artifice is

possible because a length of open circuit line which is less than one -

quarter wavelength is equivalent
to a capacitor. That is, it repre-

sents a capacitive reactance.

Thus, provided the end bits

that are severed are less than one -

quarter wavelength (which they

Fig. 4-Here is shown the cross-section of a valve u.h.f. amplifier featuring

a transmission line of the nature described in the text.

Lead through

II

capacitor \,..1

Output

HT+

must be, anyway, since the whole

PC88

line is only a half wavelength),

then capacitance can be used as

Inner
conductor

Coupling loop

Tuning

a

capacitor

substitute without impairing the
overall efficiency.

Fig. 3(b) shows how the length

of the

line is reduced in the

0010

manner described (the electrical

Heater
chokes

length still being a half -wave-

length, but the physical length

being reduced to something like
5cm!), the physical length now
being a -b instead of A -B, while
Fig. 3(c) shows the final arrangement.

Not only is the line physically

reduced in length, but its effective
electrical length can easily be

Heater

1
Input

T Lead

*supply

through
capacitors

Ceramic

trimmers

Fig. 5-This is the circuit of the amplifier depicted in Fig. 4.

Primary
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Secondary
Screen

other end soldered to the inner connector of a coaxial socket or similar termination.
The input signal is applied to the cathode circuit
of the valve through a pi -coupling, as shown in the
circuit of the amplifier at Fig. 5. It will be seen that
the valve is arranged in the earthed -grid configuration, as is conventional in u.h.f. circuits.
When the transmission line is tuned to a signal,
a standing wave is set up on the line, the characteristics of which are rather like that set up on a half wave aerial. A voltage minimum occurs near the
valve end of the line at the highest frequency tuneable by the capacitor, and this moves along the line
as the tuning capacitance is increased and the fre-

Secondary

Primary
Screen

Coupling
loop

1.---

Coupling
aoerture

quency decreased.
The signal energy due to the standing wave effect
can be coupled by a loop, as mentioned above, or
by an aperture in a screen between the primary line
and the secondary to which it is required to couple.
The two methods of coupling are shown in Fig. 6,
at (a) and (b) respectively. The diagram at (c) shows
the standing wave conditions on the line at the
centre frequency.

(b)

(a)

Voltage

urrent
Valve
end

U.H.F. Tuner
min C

Voltage minimum
shifted along
line due to

(max f)

In Fig. 7 is shown the complete circuit of a u.h.f.
valve tuner using the transmission line tuning prig-

max C

(Inn f)

ciple on all the tuned circuits. There are four
variable tuning capacitor elements, and these are
ganged to the common spintile on which the

(c )

varying C

Fig. 6-(a) and (b) show link and aperture coupling

channel selector knob is fixed.
In this circuit, V16 is the earthed -grid r.f. amplifier, with the signal from the aerial loop coupled to

between two lines respectively. At (c) it is shown how the
minimum voltage point is caused to move along the liaq by

adjusting C. As shown, the circuit is at the centre of its

the first line and then link coupled from that same
line to the valve cathode, with VC1 as the tuning

tuning range.

trough on stand-off insulators. One end is loaded by
the variable tuning capacitor while the other end is
loaded by the anode capacitance of the valve.
Signal energy is extracted from the transmission

capacitor. The circuit is developed amplified across

soldered to the inside of the trough and at the

-continued on page 226

the second line on the anode, with VC2 as the
tuning capacitor.

From here the signal is bandpass coupled to the

line by a small take -off loop which at one end is

in,

!HT.

Brown

If.

IV.

V.JL

ill

C

..,

N

Test,,

0

52

VI

T

fellow)

point

.

%

Ll

W

.,

oLI

1

Out put
A

r... vc

..

A 1-4.

A

art

,
,

4ra VC3

Ar

4

HP--

vC4

(

Fig. 7-The complete circuit of a u.h.f. tuner using transmission lines for tuning. This is de.icribed in the fmxt.
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shock

treatment

equivalents,

certified by the film censors' "X"
certificate.

More sophisticated entertainare now presented, but

ments

February, 1965

Crazes
Nothing succeeds like success,
and some of the TV programmes,
such as " Coronation Street ".
" Take Your Pick " and " Z

sometimes they reappear and the
full circle is accomplished. Music
hall, said to have died out years Cars " seem to stay the course
continued vigour. " Kitchen
ago, has reappeared in the North with
of England in pubs and clubs, sink" plays have become " kitchen
particularly in Lancashire, and a stinks", and even the BBC
new craze has started.
The seem to have become aware
" Stage" newspaper recently of this fact. The craze for satire
devoted ten pages to the spec- has declined and this type of protacular increase in the activities gramme. though it may be a way
of these places of entertainment, of life for the BBC, continues to
their professional artistes and be the preoccupation of some of
their agents. The stages, lighting the BBC's producers who persist
and technical presentation in the in providing entertainment of
saloon bars or club rooms have the " varsity rag" type. Even the
improved equally rapidly. A new best comedians seem unable to
source of talent for television has survive the self-consciously eggarrived. The contagious effect of head forum in " Not So Much a
audience participation has com- Programme, More a Way of
municated itself on television via Life ".
There arc times when I have
" The Good Old Days " on BBC,
" Stars and Garters " on Rediffu- the feeling that the TV side of
sion and " Cider Cellar " on the BBC should he taken over
the much more professional
Westward Television. each with by
their own stylised method of steam radio programme propresenting music hall. Hundreds ducers. However, in spite of the

-if not thousands-of would-be

members of the TV. audiences
have applied for tickets to these
shows, arriving in immaculre
Edwardian (or Victorian) dress.

THE DIPOLE

word-perfect in the lyrics and
chorus. A good time is had by all.

In the entertainment busi-

ness they mostly go, to he
replaced by some new and fresh
method of passing the time
or, alternatively, providing the
re-creation (hyphened. please )
which restores the jaded perve

tension of modern living.

been achieving as compared with

ITV, the BBC have revived new
by allocating a special
programme to a professional
hopes

comedian who is not restrictedFrankie Howerd! Here is a comic
with

a

streamline

up-to-date

interpretation of the techniques
of George Robey, who used to

"Cider Cellar"
CRAZES come and crazes go.

poor TAM ratings BBC -TV has

Regional television efforts are,

take the music hall audiences into
his confidence and whose timing
of " gags " had precision accuracy,

of course, on a scale different
from that achieved on national

with every " urn " and " er-er "

of using local jokes, as well as
local faces and names of plates.
" Cider Cellar ", down at Ply-

for the BBC. as he told us, and
we viewers look forward to the

networks, but have the advantage

mouth Studios, carries with it the

carefully planned and rehearsed.
Frankie Hnwerd wields the sword
unroa I lOU s duel with programmes

" from the other people ".

tang of the famous Devon and
Somerset

brews,
with
their
of
" rough "
or
" smooth ". There is an enterlude in which the ladies and
gentlemen of the audience are
entertained, "at great expense".
with demonstrations of "the

draughts

Shock Treatment
Television, the theatre, roller
skating, the music hall, diabolo.
the cinema and bingo are just a
of the diversions which,
strictly in non - chronological

few

order, help to make life worth
living, just as important to the

new -/angled Kinematograph, the

magic lantern and the cylinder

phonogrobh". as well as being
" enthralled by the performanceN
mind as eating and drinking are of talented artistes". Viewers
to the tummy. But you can't have sent in hundreds of posthave fish and chips with every- cards, guessing the names of

thing, and tastes change as time
goes on. Public executions, cockfighting. jousting. bear - baiting
and other horrifies of life 200
years ago have their modern

of years ago, which the
attractive hostess, Penny Bowles,
projects on to the screen, or
stars

plays on an Edison Bell phonograph.

"Steam" Films
The cinema continues to exist
and even, on occasions, to draw
large and enthusiastic audiences
to films with big stars, spectacular
scenes and real entertainment
values.

There has to be

senile

special incentive to draw people

into cold wintry air away from

their firesides and their television
sets. Dramatic films are handmade

products

of

craftsmen.

laboriously made will great care
and cost comnared with the pro-

duction of plays for television.
After watching the streamlined
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and fiction, the story of the
video tape recorded production fact
of
techniques of television, a visit to unsuccessful plot by a number
army officers to assasa film studio carries with it the German
atmosphere of the age of steam, sinate Hitler. With many exciting
exterior scenes and VTR'd
wood -cuts and Honiton lace in filmed
interior sequences, the latter had
an age of super -markets and flaws
which rather let down the
automation.
Here and there
The best examples of feature whole production.
actors' fluffs ', mistimed
films are the joint work of a were and
camera angles which
collection of individualists which cuts

energy for years, which has led to;
quality reproduction of films y
made on both 35mm and 16mm.

The BBC's Films Division at la
Ealing has carried on the quality *
traditions of that old -established:
film studio in no uncertain it
manner. From the editing and ij

directing side, too, films have sl

been created which have attained I
classic importance. "Culloden" was it
creates its own spec:al stylisation. revealed to everyone (excepting
actors present at Hitler's a splendid example of documen-12
It is a hand -made product which the
often costs as much as a hundred conference) the obvious planting tary film production, shot entirely
times as much as a good VTR'd of a bomb by Count von Stauffen- on exteriors near Inverness and;
one of the plotters. There photographed-to my surprisetelevision play. In a film studio, berg,
the technicians are dealing with was nothing in these scenes which on 16mm film. It was " A " and -r
could
not have been put right if " B " roll process printed from
huge screen areas, which necessithe negative. That is to say that
tate tight tolerances in focus, it could only have been edited
picture composit:on and scenery and adjusted by cutting in the each sequence up to the next fade
every traditional film manner. But you or dissolve was optically printed
Almost
construction.
do that on videotape. And from, say, " A" roll from which
camera set-up is dealt with can't
individually, several takes being you can't afford to make a tele- a mixing changeover was made to
film a " B " roll, from which it was
required for most shots. The vision play with traditional
July
film ls edited from shot to shot studio techniques. "The
printed until the next dissolve.
with precision that is not possible Plot " was a classic example of This avoided the jumps and
to attain on video-taped TV pro- the need to evolve production contrast changes which often
techniques which make use of the occur when straightforward single
duction.
best of both worlds-filming and

rolls are printed in the
television-now beginning to be negative
laboratory
by contact printing.
known as " telecom".
The photographic quality on

The July Plot
Take, for instance, the BBC's
play. " The July Plot ", which
was adapted by Roger Manvell
from his book which was jointly
written with Heinrich Fraenkel.
Here was a dramatic mixture of

16mm was equal to best on 35mm
and was worthy of the directorial
talent, scripting and acting in this
historical subject.

Culloden

Telecine

has

always

been

yf

regarded by the BBC as being of
vital importance. The technical
problems have been tackled with
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A COLOUR BAR GENERATOR
and
FIELD SEQUENTIAL ENCODER
BY J. THORNTON LAWRENCE, GIV3.[GAIT
ONE of the difficulties facing the enthusiast

who contemplates the construction of amateur

colour TV equipment

is

the

cost.

In

has

the

domestic colour TV receivers a shadow mask tube
is used to display the colour picture. The cost of
such a tube and associated components is £60 or
more and is usually outside the " amateur " budget.
A

field

sequential

display

system

advantage of low initial cost and can produce very
encouraging results.
A sequential colour TV
system was first used by Baird in 1928 and a much
more sophisticated field sequential system was
officially adopted in America for a short period
from 1950 to 1951 before the shadow mask tube

became available.
In the field sequential system one field scan
contains all the red picture information, the next
all the green and the next the blue. This sequence
is continuously repeated. The display consists of

standard " black and white " picture tube in front

of which is mounted a rotating disc having red,

green and blue gelatine filters. The disc is driven
by an electric motor and is synchronised with the
field scan so that when the video signal containing

the red picture information is being displayed by

the picture tube the red gelatine is covering the
screen.

Thus all the picture seen during this field
scan appears red. As the colour disc is arranged
to rotate in the same direction as the field scan the
green gelatine will be in front of the screen during
the display of green picture information and so now
all the picture appears green. Similar conditions

pertain for the blue.

If this process is repeated

rapidly the persistence of vision in the viewer's eye

will cause the red, green and blue pictures

superimpose, giving the impression of
colour picture.

a

The first type of colour monitor built by the
author consisted of an MW6-2 projection tube
viewed directly through a 7;in. diameter colour
The method of synchronising the colour disc
has been described elsewhere.' The present colour
monitor employs a 14in. MW36-24 tube. The
colour filters form the curved sides of a drum inside
disc.

which the tube is mounted. The drum is open at

one end to allow for supporting the tube; the other

end is closed and contains the bearing on which
the drum revolves. The tube is viewed through

the rotating gelatine filters and the whole provides
a very compact arrangement.

G-een
Appid40pS
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Red in

MV

gate

Red

20pS
MV

Bue
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gate

Green
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10.pS
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Blue In

Amp
Line
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1

2
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3
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Fig. I-A block diagram of the equipment described in this article.
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Fig. 2-The circuit of the colour bar generator.

In a field sequential system it is, of course,
necessary to encode the separate colour signals in
the red, green, blue sequence. In principle this
could be done by feeding the three separate colour
signals into a single pole, three-way rotating switch
and switching these in turn to a common output.
A normal mechanical switch would be unsuitable,
so in practice an electronic switch or " gate "
employing valves is used.

In experimenting with any colour TV display it

desirable to have a colour signal source. A
colour pattern produced by valve circuits is very
useful and can conveniently be made to give a
is

range of six colours plus black and white.

The equipment to be described has been
designed to operate from any normal TV waveform
generator which provides 1V p -p of line blanking
and field blanking and with any normal vision -sync
mixing unit which will accept a non -composite

video signal of 1V p -p.
The equipment can be conveniently divided into

two parts, the colour bar generator and the field
sequential encoder (see Fig. 1). The colour bar
generator can be used separately to provide red,
green and blue signals suitable for feeding into
other systems. The encoder can also be used
separately to generate a field sequential signal from
the red, green and blue signal inputs. By internal

switching the colour bar signals can be encoded
directly.

Colour Bar Generator Circuit.

Fig. 2.

This circuit consists basically of three monostable

multivibrators each generating a different pulse
width. These are triggered by the trailing edge of
the line blanking pulse and also by each other in

the sequence shown in Fig.

3.

The resultant

waveforms when applied to the red, green and blue
inputs of a colour monitor would produce a pattern

consisting of eight vertical bands-white, yellow,
cyan, green, magenta, red. blue and black.

Line blanking is fed into an amplifier VI and

the waveform reinverted in V2a. The line blanking
pulse is then differentiated and a positiv2 spike is
formed coincident with the trailing edge.

This positive spike is used to trigger all three
10aS the " blue " multivibrator V6 resets and
when, after 20aS the " red " multivibrator ', 5
vertical bar multivibrators V4, V5 and V6. After

resets, a positive spark is passed from V5 cathode
to retrigger the " blue " multivibrator V6.
A similar set of conditions pertains when the
" green " multivibrator V4 resets after 4014S. The

waveforms generated are shown in Fig.

3 (for

further information see Reference 2). The outputs

from V4, V5 and V6 are fed to three cathode

followers V2b, Via and V3b respectively.
Components included in the coupling circuits
give good, square, flat-topped waveforms. The 10pF

trimmers are adjusted for best waveform shape.
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The outputs oi the cathode

Trai Ing edge
Of Ilne Dunking

followers can be used to drive
external equipment and the internal
encoder simultaneously if required.
The outputs should always be terminated by 75t1 resistors to keep
the signal at approximately 1V p -p.
Field Sequential Encoder.

February, 1965
Leading edge
of line blanking

Active line period
Red and blue

..etr:gger edge
green

'Off

Fig. 4.

The encoder 'consists of three
"gates " only one of which is open
at a time, thus allowing the particu-

Blue trigger

lar. video signal to pass through.
The gates are opened in sequence

re

On

Blue trigger

edge

edge

Off

Fig. 3 (right)-The sequence of pulses
occurring in the three monostable
multivibrators of the colour bar
generator.
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Fig. 4 (below)-Circuit of the field
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Red, green and blue inputs are fed into the
control grids of V7, V8 and V9 and as each valve

when driven from a ring -of -three counter; this

counter is triggered from the field blanking pulses.
The combined output from the gates forms the field

is

resistor.
Black level set is provided for each signal by

Field blanking is amplified by V15 and fed to a
cathode follower V14b. The output of this triggers
the ring -of -three counter comprising V13a, V13b

and V14a by feeding a positive

varying the d.c. bias on the control grids of V7,.

V8 and V9. The controls providing this bias can
conveniently used as gain controls when'
displaying the colour bar pattern. Diodes are used

pulse into the

common cathode line. The three valves in the ring

be

are d.c. coupled and biased so that only one valve
can be conducting at any one time,
the other two being cut off. A AnOde
V15
0.01µF capacitor is included across
one of the d.c. couplings in each

to ensure that the state of

conduction is changed from one
valve to the next in the same direction each time the circuit is
triggered.' A potentiometer is
included in V14b grid circuit to set
the d.c. and trigger conditions.
This is adjusted for the correct

turned on in sequence the respective output

signal appears in the common 680f1 anode load -

sequential signal.

stage
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Common

cathode
potential

operation of the circuit shown in
Fig. 5. In the particular layout

Anode
V13A

adopted it was found necessary to
fit a 75pF capacitor (marked *)
from the anode of V13a to earth to

prevent parasitic oscillation.
The three outputs from the ring of -three counter are a.c. coupled to

0,
HT

Anode
V1313

V1la, Vllb and V12a and
anodes of

the
these valves are d.c.

coupled to the suppressor grids of
V7, V8 and V9 respectively.

-

HT

r

Anode
V145,

Fig.

5-The

ring -of -three
waveforms.
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Fig. 6-The power supply circuit, which is entirely conventional.
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ea cLc. restorers for each input signal.
Because of the individual bias controls the black
level is uneven during the blanking periods. To
overcome this a further valve V10 is connected in
Parallel with V7, V8 and V9. V10 conducts during
the line period and turns off during the line
blanking period.
The positive pulse appearing in the common
anode load causes the CG90 diode feeding V16 to
open during the blanking period, giving a constant
blanking level suitable for d.c. restoring or
damping in subsequent equipment.
The anode follower stage V16 provides a positive
going video signal of about 1V p -p into 75f1.
Power Supply.

February, 1965

Conclusion

The unit has been in use now for about 12
using a colour drum and this compares very

months feeding the 14in. frame sequential monitor
favourably

with the

results obtained

from

a

borrowed shadow mask monitor connected to the
R.G.B. output. Colour " fiddle" systems using
positive and negative signals from a monochrome
F.S.S. have been used with good effect.

The equipment would be very suitable for use
with a receiver containing an NTSC or SECAM

decoder to recode these R.G.B. signals for viewing
on a field sequential display.
I. Lawrence. J. T. "Colour Wheel Drive Circuit." CQTV

Fig. 6.

No. 49, p. 3.

The power supply is conventional and provides
a negative output of 150V and a positive output of

2. Carnt and Townsend. "Colour Television," p.
3. Ames and Birkenshaw. "Television Engineering," Vol. 4
p. 27.
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RESONANT LINES

and

-continued from page 219

cathode circuit of the frequency changer valve V2

via LI on the one hand and an aperture in the
screening between the second and third lines on the
other hand. The signal arrives at the frequency
changer cathode (as this valve is also in the earthed -

grid mode) via a loop coupling from the third line,
this latter being tuned by capacitor section VC3.
The fourth lane is the tuning for the local oscillator in conjunction with capacitor section VC4.
Tracking Adjustments

On all the lines it will be noticed that trimmers
are ocinnected at each end. These facilitate the
tracking of the tuned circuits over the entire frequency range, and they work rather like the padders
DX -TV

-continued from page 210

It should be noted that the following sound
channels are f.m.: Channels E2, E2a, R1, Ia, E3,

E4, Ib, and R2, also " b ", the " F ", and "B "
You will find that when searching for DX
stations it will be easier to separate them from
local TV station interference if the station that
you are trying to receive lies on the 11 side of
channels are a.m.

trimmers

in an ordinary radio tuned and

ganged circuit. The trimmers are placed

at the

voltage nodes corresponding to the band limits.
The low -frequency padding is performed by the

trimmer at the valve end of the line, while the
trimmer at the other end of the line is concerned

with high -frequency trimming.
Quarter -wave Lines

It is possible to employ quarter -wave lines for
tuning, but these differ from half -wave lines in that
when they are shortened and short-circuited at one
end they exhibit the property of inductive reactance.

Thus, by adding capacitance at the open end the
inductive reactance can be tuned out, thereby

causing the combination to act as a resonant circuit.
The quarter -wave system is not usually employed

with valve amplifier, though it is sometimes used
with va.ve oscillators and transistor amplifiers. 1111

There is, for example, the excellent log of DX
reception from George Le Couteur of Torteval,
Guernsey, CI., covering the period Mid -June to
early October, and including the following:Norway E2 (Melhus) and E3; Sweden E2
(Horby) and E4; Denmark E3 (Fyn); Finland E2
(Helsinki); Poland, Bydgoszcz; Austria E2a
(Jauerling); U.S.S.R. R1; West Germany E2
(Griinten);

East

Germany

E3

(Helpterberg);

Portugal E3 (Coimbra); Hungary RI (Budapest);

the frequency of the more local TV station. This

Czecho-Slovakia RI (Ostrava) and R2 (Bratislava); Switzerland E2 (Bantiger); Italy Ia (Mt.

of the receiver and the nature of the band -width

F2

I would suggest for beginners that they make
therrelves fully conversant with the exact tuner
positions of all the BBC/ITA stations that they
can receive, this will be of considerable help in

All the above are in Band I. In Band III he
reports reception of Lille F8a, Rouen F10, and
Brest F8, and in addition to these Eire Republic

READERS' REPORTS

success in the future.
J. Potts, of Thanington, Canterbury, has already
had a success with his newly converted Bush TV
receiver, and following examination of his sketch
of a test card and opening caption we confirm
that he has received Belgium via Ruiselede on

is due to the shape of the frequency response curve

Cammarata) and Ib; Spain E2 (Madrid); France
(Caen)

and

F4

(Nantes);

Belgium

E2

transmitted.

(Ruiselede-now confirmed).

tuning other channels.

B7 (Mt. Kippure). On u.h.f. he has already logged
BBC London on Channel 33, so he has produced
an excellent log indeed, and we wish him continued

As previously noted, DX conditions have not
been very good recently and this has again been
reflected in the volume of readers correspondence.

Despite this we have once again had some good
reports of readers' successes.

Channel E2.
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LETTERS
TO THE
EDITOR

PUZZLING POLICIES

SIR,-I am glad that I am not the only viewer

puzzled by the policies behind the BBC -2
programmes (your leading article, January issue).
.It would be interesting to know what goes on in
the corporate mind of the organisation.
While still bemoaning lack of support among the
viewing public for the BBC -2 programmes they
decided to begin re -running the Great War series

on BBC -1 while it was still being shown on BBC -2.
In other words, they made their " best seller "

available to people without u.h.f. receivers, thus
destroying an incentive strong enough for many

SPECIAL NOTE: Will readers please note that we
are unable to supply Service Sheets or Circuits of
ex -Government apparatus, or of proprietary makes
of commercial receivers. We regret that we are also
unable to publish letters from readers seeking a
source of supply of such apparatus.
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by
his correspondents

seeing one would want to see the other. Consequently I presume that most people watched
" Square World", then switched over to BBC-2 for
the last few minutes of the "Alberts ". Or stayed
with BBC -1. Or switched off.
Vive la
So much for audience ratings!
confusion!-L. LEGGATT (Godalming, Surrey).
SERVICING TELEVISION RECEIVERS

reference to your article on " Servic-

SIR,-With
ing Television Receivers " contained in the
December issue of Practical Television, we are a
little perplexed by the opening paragraph which
infers

that readers have been unable to obtain

viewers to become " converted ".
Another wonderful piece of planning took place
recently when BBC -2 showed a repeat of the wellknown " Alberts " programme. What was BBC -1

service information on our Model 340 series.
As pioneers in the field of television development

showing at the same time? No less than "It's a

models and these can be obtained readily on

Square World"!

Works Centre, Radio Rentals Ltd., Beresford
Avenue, Wembley, Middlesex.-R. A. SMITH,

Whether one likes or dislikes either of these
programmes it is surely obvious to the simplest
mind that both programmes are intended for the

we have always been ready to give the most

complete service instructions regarding any of our
application to: Technical Publications Department,

Publicity and Public Relations Manager, Radio

same type of viewer and that anyone interested in

Rentals Ltd.

SIGNAL PREAMPS FOR BANDS
I AND III

PCC89 will give vastly improved reception on
both channels, and after trying such units on a
number of makes and models of TV sets it has
been found they do not increase the "graininess"
of the picture to any extent.

-continued from page 215
ing portion of the turret, when the 10011 resistor
will be easy of access. To remove this, snip it out
rather than unsolder it as the less heat introduced
to the components in the tuner the better. The
8211 resistor must, of course, be soldered in, and
when doing this do not disturb the wiring of the
tuner more than is needed.
On the subject of bias, it is as well to note that
if tuners recovered from 13 channel receivers are
used it will sometimes be found, as the circuitry

in Fig. 4 shows, that the "earthy" end of the
cathode bias resistor is brought out either to a
white lead or sometimes to a tag for attaching
to a gain control in the parent receiver.
If this is the case solder the lead, or connect
the tag, as the case may be, to the tuner chassis
to complete the cathode circuit, otherwise the

preamp gain will be non-existent.
When the PCC89 is in circuit, it will be necessary to make considerable adjustment to the aerial
coil and trimmers marked "A" and "B" (in Fig.
5). If these adjustments are done carefully it
will be found the signal level will be considerably

better even than that obtained from the PCC84.

Using this preamp with either a PCC84 or a

HOUSING THE UNIT

When adjustments are complete it is necessary
to fit the unit into the cabinet of the receiver. It
can be fitted in a similar manner to that of a converter, except there is no call to cut a large hole
in the cabinet side to accommodate the fine tuner
knob as this is not required. The hole need only
be of sufficient size to allow the inner switch
spindle to be fitted with a knob.
Whatever method of final fitting is decided,
remember the unit is now part and parcel of an
a.c./d.c. circuit and should be fitted to ensure the
metal work is not exposed to the user's touch.
Finally, remember that a preamp, no matter
how efficient, will not do anything to improve the
non-existent. Such devices will only be needed in
areas of poor signal and it is vital in such circum-

stances to have well erected and sited aerial
systems. This design of preamp, if given any sort
of signal to work on, will produce a viewable
picture from extremely small signals.
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MEANS AND ENDS

NMI

D

IN the

1.11 MT ITIf

first article last month, oscillograms,

waveform shapes and other such frightening
apparitions

were

deliberately

excluded.

Although the professional engineer takes them in
his stride and, indeed, finds the use of a 'scope a
very decided short cut, the average chap who does
not have 'scoping facilities tends to be deterred by
the article which glibly throws off waveforms and
the tests to obtain them.

SHAPING AND CONTROL CIRCUITS

All of which is by way of apology! Fig. 6
Not to complicate matters
and lay down a rigorous schedule of tests but to
indicate in the easiest way I can find what is
includes waveforms.

happening in the a.g.c. shaping and control circuits.

The reason for this is the choice of the Philips
circuit, eight years old but still going strong in

C117

Video

+ sync

V13A

ECL80
(Pentode
section)

R43

Contrast
V12

E091

Fig. 6.-Earlier Philips type of a.g.c. circuit, with waveforms included. Sync -cancelling system Is employed, the resultant
of three voltages producing the necessary control.
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various forms. The circuit of Fig. 6, for example,
is that of the Stella 8514 and 8517 models, all part
numbers being retained from the maker's data
sheet.

The video amplifier is V8 and complete signal
waveforms as indicated, video and sync, appear at

the point A, which is the junction of the split

anode load. These pulses are applied via C48 to the

grid of the sync separator V13A (the pentode
section of an ECL80 valve).

A negative voltage

which depends on the mean value of the video
signal appears between grid and cathode of this

At the same time negative -going sync pulses
appear at the anode.
These negative -going pulses are combined with
the complete video information at the point B and
fed via C117 to the anode of V12a. The exact
values of R177 and R178 are chosen so that these
two waveforms add in the correct proportions.
The result is that the sync pulses cancel out and
valve.

the anode of V12a receives only the picture

information from this path. This tends to produce
a positive voltage across C51.

But C51 is also connected back to the grid of
the sync separator via R65 and R176 and thus
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OVERLOAD PROTECTION

It is therefore necessary to provide an overload
V12b prevents the a.g.c. line from
going positive in the following manner:
When V8 is driven hard by a temporary strong
signal, grid current flows. R41 and C41 are raised
to a negative potential, V12b becomes conductive
and the negative burst of current is fed, via R47
and V12b, to the a.g.c. line.
C51 charges and normal conditions are restored,
after which V12b ceases to conduct. The protection
is thus seen to be rather different from the simple
protection.

diode clamps we have previously discussed.

But later models in the Philips range revert to

the less complicated a.g.c. systems as evidenced in
Fig. 7. This circuit is used in the Stella 1007U
and 1001U and similar Philips models.
"SUPPRESSOR REGULATED" CIRCUIT

The principle is somewhat similar to the
" suppressor regulated" circuit described in Part 6

of the previous series, Stock Faults (pp. 33-37,
October, 1964, Practical Television). It works by

using the grid clamping action of the sync separator
valve (pentode section of an ECL80).

A negative potential developed across the grid
leak R47, R55 is fed to the controlled stages via
two separate paths.

The voltage is tapped off from the contrast
control R55 and fed via R189 to the i.f. amplifier.
This same control voltage is taken via R64/65 to
the suppressor grid of the sync separator.
A positive bias voltage is applied to this grid and
it thus acts, in combination with the cathode, as a
diode, remaining conductive until the a.g.c. voltage
(negative) is sufficient to cancel it. As the a.g.c. to
the tuner unit is fed via R63 from the suppressor a
delay of approximately 4V is obtained.

The purpose is to let the " front end" operate

Fig. 1-Simple suppressor -regulated a.g.c. circuit used on
later Philips models, with variations. A.G.C. is derived from
the sync separator, and delay by supressor grid biasing.

at maximum gain until the received signal is strong
enough to overcome the delay, thus giving the best
possible signal-to-noise ratio on weak signals.
DUAL -STANDARD SETS

The dual -standard receiver does not offer the

receives a larger negative voltage, the balance of
the two voltages appearing across R65 and being
applied to the a.g.c. line.

The reference voltage, at which the

a.g.c. is

intended to come into operation, is determined by
the cathode voltage of V13a, which is controlled
by the variable resistor R43 acting as the contrast

control. Thus the a.g.c. is the resultant of three
voltages.

In this type of circuit at maximum gain, i.e. with
a very weak incoming signal, the contrast control

will have little effect. Similarly the circuit does not
allow for the contrast to be turned fully to
minimum. If the picture were, theoretically, to be
reduced to zero the three controlling voltages
outlined above would disappear.

complications with a.g.c. systems that some people
had feared. Whereas it is now obvious that mean level systems are quite sufficient for domestic
receivers, and the added cost of " gated " circuitry
can only be justified in the special sets constructed
for monitoring, etc., the dual -standard set can
operate quite happily with mean -level conditions.
This is because with negative video modulation

the transmitter is Modulated 100% on the tips of
the sync pulses. Black level corresponds to 70%
modulation, so the tips of the sync pulses can be
sampled for a reference voltage and the resultant
a.g.c. is independent of picture information.
An example of this can be seen in the Thorn 850

chassis, used in a great
receivers very successfully.

number of different

Fig. 8 shows the
rudiments of the ag.c. circuit and from this it can

MX+
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r To tuner.
A unit

Polarity
reversal

Sync

Video

separator

amplifier

Local
distant

405

control

Contrast

0625

To flywheel
discriminator

R20

W2

AGC

T

IF.

w3

T

Fig. 8-Thorn 850 a.g.c. circuit, showing additional control necessary when switch ng to 625 -line operation.

be seen that the controlling voltage is again
derived from the sync separator grid with the

contrast control setting the reference level.
The main a.g.c. line is clamped by the diode W3

and controls both the first i.f. stage and the tuner
unit. A variable delay is afforded by the local/

distant control, giving a cancelling positive voltage

-again to preserve good signal-to-noise ratio on
weak signals. This a.g.c. is, of course, only applied

to the v.h.f. tuner unit.
When the set operates on 625 lines there is only
one small change. Diode W2 with R20 in series is
switched in to provide overload protection. If the
d.c. component of the rectified signal (negative
modulation, the sense is reversed
by the switching) becomes greater
HT+

than the a.g.c. line voltage, as it

could during channel switching and

with sudden surges, W2 conducts
1st

Vide

Vision

and the a.g.c. voltage is temporarily
augmented.
A somewhat similar arrangement

Sync
sep

ne

is

Line

1
;
I

System
switch
C41

R50
R42

C58

used for the later Thorn 900

output
grid

chassis. But there is one important

A

tuner is arranged to assist the u.h.f.
amplification by using the pentode
section of the PCF805 as a first i.f.
amplifier and thus some a.g.c. control is needed.

difference. In this unit the v.h.f.

The switching is arranged to
apply a delayed a.g.c. to the grid

Fig. 9-Kolster-Brandes a.g.c. circuit,
as used in the VV series. Protection
circuits are incorporated, and delay
.114

Tuner PC,C

effected

by

separate
lines.

a.g.c.

feed
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circuit. As before, an additional overload protection
is fitted for 625 -line operation by the switching in

improve a.g.c. action is that of the Rolster-Brarsdes
VV series (see Fig. 9). Again this is a dual -

The reason for this extra protection on 625 -line
operation is entirely due to the features of negative
modulation. A signal overload would cause sync

noted previously.

of W3.

pulses

to be cut

off at

the grid of the video

amplifier, in turn producing an unchanging d.c. at
the sync separator grid, leading to a blocking action
which would prevent a.g.c. action and aggravate the
overload.

So it should be remembered that the diode W2

of Fig. 8 is used to feed a portion of the video
drive to the a.g.c. line to supplement a.g.c. voltage,
not as a bias feed to the video amplifier grid.

A small point but with circuits becoming so

overgrown

with

complexity

there

may

be

a

tendency to take small points for granted.
Although this series of chassis has been used in
Ferguson, Marconi, HMV and Ultra receivers there
are some earlier Ultra receivers-the Bermuda
range-with an a.g.c. circuit worthy of -attention.

The predecessor to the circuit of Fig. 9 was

actually discussed in Part 6 of Stock Faults, but
this circuit demonstrates yet another means of
achieving the common end.
A conventional sync separator is used, the
pentode section of the 30FL1, with the triode
section strapped as a diode, acting as a video
restoring stage and providing a mean -level a.g.c.

The contrast control sets the cathode voltage of
this valve and provides a variable delay. There are
two feed paths for the a.g.c. voltage to the common

i.f. valve and to the tuner, but in the feed to the

latter a 10Mf2 resistor is fitted with a link across it.
This link should be opened only in areas of high

signal strength, thus reducing the delay to the r.f.
amplifier.

Another circuit which uses circuit changes to
-ye
Mixer

output

.1_114fFilter

1st

vision

IF

standard circuit and has the small complications

To obtain an a.g.c. voltage in this case the

negative potential at the grid of the line output

valve is used and a fairly complex delay system is
used.

But the same method of augmenting the a.g.c.
line to prevent overload may be noted comprising
a diode, D3, from the detector/video drive circuit
on 625 -line operation.

To improve the a.g.c. action on u.h.f. this diode
can be disconnected from the junction of R50/C58
and its cathode returned to chassis. Then this free
junction is connected to the junction of R42/L40/

C51, i.e. the lower end of the grid tuning circuit

of the first vision i.f.

valve.

R42 should be

increased from 100kfl to 1MO.
The d.c. anode load of this valve should also be
increased from lkfl to 2.7kL2 to reduce the
possibility of instability.

The choice of the tapping point for the a.g.c.

voltage may be determined by othet factors. In
the Pye V700 range an 0071 transistor is employed
as a sync separator.

The control voltage is therefore extracted from
a tapping of the video anode load and applied to a
diode whose cathode voltage is controlled by the
variable contrast control.

A.G.C. (or A.P.C., as Pye prefer) is fed to the

common i.f. amplifier from the anode of the diode
and to the tuner unit after a delay circuit.
This comprises a clamp diode and fixed potentiometer feed plus a backing -off positive voltage from
a variable resistor as part of a potentiometer across
the h.t. and designated local/distant control.
VALVE CIRCUITRY

Later versions of the Pye range, such as the 11U,
12L and 20U, revert to valve circuitry and employ
the additional complication of separate 405 and 625
line preset contrast. These are merely potentiometers across the h.t., applying a cancelling positive
voltage to the a.g.c. line.

In these circuits as in the switchable versions,
11F, 21F and 22F, with flywheel sync, the sync
separator is a triode valve and the contrast control
is in the video output circuit, a tapped potentiometer selecting the tube drive.
A.G.C. is taken via a IMO resistor from the grid

of the sync separator and applied through further
delay circuitry to both the common i.f. stage and
the v.h.f. tuner unit.
TRANSISTORISED RECEIVERS

Fig. 10-'Damping' method of a.g.c. control used in the
Perdio Portarama transistorised television receiver.

Mention of a transistorised stage in a previous
description leads to a discussion of the completely
transistorised receiver and the problem of applying
a.g.c. which this particular style of circuitry causes.
A practical example is that of the Perdio
Portarama Mark 2. Despite all the recent publicity
for transistorised receivers this 'circuit was first

brought on the market in 1962 and the design'is
typical of modem trends. Fig. 10 shows the video

amplifier, the a.g.c. amplifier and the first common
i.f. amplifier.

From the collector of the video output transistor
the contrast control couples a pulse to the base of
the a.g.c. amplifier. Increased output from the
video causes negative d.c. voltage across the base
resistor of the a.g.c. amplifier to increase.

This in turn causes the voltage at the emitter
function to grow more negative. This negative

voltage is fed back to the base of the first common
1.f. transistor.

An increase in emitter/collector current results
and an increase in the voltages across RI and R2.
This increase is passed to the diodes in series with
both input of the r.f. stage and output of the mixer

stage, damping the circuits, reducing the gain.
To obtain good signal-to-noise ratio, as we have
-seen, it is necessary to delay the a.g.c. voltage to he

r.f. stage and this is effected by the difference of
-the emitter and collector 'voltages of the common
i.f.

stage. Clamping is

thus automatic and no

,additional protection is required.
PRECAUTIONS WHEN TESTING

When testing around the a.g.c. circuits special

precautions have to be taken. Because of the high
impedance of the a.g.c. feed lines the presence of
even a 20,00052/volt meter will load the circuit to
some extent and modify results.
The intelligent tester will interpret the results of

his meter application as well as take note of any
reading obtained. In other words, treat the meter
application as a " disturbance test ".
It must be remembered that although the control

voltage derived from the sync separator or other

,source is negative with respect to chassis, the

cancelling voltage from contrast or preset gain

lcontrols will probably be positive with respect to
the same point.

The overall a.g.c. potential is the resultant of

opposing voltages.
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Thus if the meter is placed

across the a.g.c. line and set to a high voltage
tapping to obtain the best ohms/volt characteristic,
then the contrast turned to minimum, there should
be a fairly strong negative voltage present.
It is better to read, say, 13V, in the lower 30°
of the scale than to reduce the meter tapping and
attempt to obtain a more accurate reading from
mid -scale upwards.

It is unlikely in any case that the reading would

be more accurate and doubtful whether such

accuracy would be necessary. Often an indication
is all that is sought. Experience tells what inter'pretation one must place upon results.

This question of interpretation can often lead to

short cuts in tracing suspected open -circuited
decoupling capacitors in i.f. stages. If the applica-

tion of the meter produces a definite lift in gain,
even where the impedance of the meter is high, an
a.g.c. decoupling capacitor may well have open -

circuited.
Similarly a reduction of overload symptoms when

the meter is applied may indicate that the clamp
diode is not functioning as it should.

A typical example of this fault tracing by
disturbance methods can be found when making
an a.g.c. test at the sync separator when the
symptoms of the receiver include weak line lock.
(In some circuits, particularly on the older
Emerson, Beethoven, some Sobell and HMV
circuits, weak frame hold may be apparently
improved by this connection.)

The interpretation is that addition of the meter
has altered the sync input conditions and should
lead one to investigate not the a.g.c. circuit but

either the h.t. carrying resistors of the sync
separator or the video output stage.

An incorrectly biased video valve will fail to
amplify the sync pulses properly or poor cathode
decoupling could distort the response of the stage
and give the same effect.

Except in the case of the set with a complicated
feedback a.g.c. circuit, nowadays very rare, it can

help to disconnect the

a.g.c.

line and insert

a

variable voltage by a battery and potentiometer.

This should prove whether the fault in fact lies
in the a.g.c. control circuits or, as is more likely,

in the i.f. stages themselves.
Most multirange meters with an ohms range will
provide sufficient voltage from their self-contained
battery for this test. As the internal battery
polarity is generally in opposition to the test leads,

connection of the negative lead to chassis and the
positive lead to the a.g.c. line with the meter
switched to the " ohms " range will generally
decrease the contrast.

If it does not, the trouble lies not in the control producing stages, i.e. the sync separator, etc., but
in the a.g.c. feed line.
A common fault producing symptoms which
these tests will fail to alter is the internal Gl/G2
short-circuit of a controlled stage. This applies a
fixed potential to the a.g.c. line and causes the
operation of the contrast control to be ineffective.
It can also inject hum to the a.g.c. line, giving a
bent vertical effect.

In general, testing the a.g.c. line is a matter of
careful observation of results and it is hoped that
the foregoing notes may have helped in an understanding of these observations.

Yours for the price of a stamped addressed envelope
a ticket to the "Practical Wireless" and "Practical Television" Film Show'
There is still time to write to the "Practical Television" offices, enclosing an S.A.E., for your
free ticket to this annual event, held in collaboration with Mullard Limited. Date and place
are February 5th and Caxton Hall, Westminster, London, and the films to be shown are
"Electromagnetic Waves" and "The New Panorama Tubes". There are refreshments in

the intermission too.
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Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with their
technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable to supply
diagrams or provide instructions for modifying surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details for constructional
articles which appear in these pages. WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES OVER THE TELEPHONE. The
coupon from p.. 236 must be attached to all Queries, and a

stamped and addressed envelope must be enclosed.
SOBELL T194

On BBC -2 there is good vision but there is no
sound. Channels 9 and 12 are perfect.-W. Mathie
(Lytham, St. Annes).

Assuming that the u.h.f. aerial signal is strong
enough in your area to work the set correctly, the
symp:orn that you mention could be caused by
trouble in the vision i.f. channel (misalignment on
the 625 -line standard) in the intercarrier ()Mc's
sound channel or in the f.m. detector circuit. A
fault somewhere in the switching could be responsible. but tests will have to be undertaken first to
establish the location of the fault, as above.
PERDIO PORTORAMA

Fuse F3 keeps blowing. The picture, if normal,
would suddenly have no linear control, then a
vertical Ene would appear on the lower half of the
screen. After a few seconds this line used to fade.
I have applied the test described in the manual

for detecting a faulty line output transistor, and
this appears to be in good order.-K. Caswell
(Merthyr Tydfil, Glamorgan).

The trouble almost certainly lies somewhere in
the line circuits. The symptom indicates complete
failure of the line section. The line oscillator, of
course, may fail. This would be noticed by lack
of line whistle when the fault occurs. Check the
oscillator and the efficiency diode circuit and bear
in mind that a transistor or transformer could
break down, although indicating " good " on a test
procedure.

STELLA ST8617U

The picture has reduced to a half inch strip

across the centre of the tube and the height control
has no effect. The anode voltage on the PCL82
triode section is very low, and the voltage on the
anode of the ECL80 is not as high as it should be.
These valves have been tested and were found to
be OK. The voltage on the height control is about
450V.-H. Bond (Bradford 3, Yorkshire).
The low voltage on the anode of the frame ampli-

fier valve means either that the valve is passing a
very high anode current or that .the primary of the
frame output transformer is open -circuit or high
resistance. This would, of course; considerably

affect the frame scan amplitude. If the valve is
passingexcessive current both the transtormer and
the vale would be extremely hot. In 'the first
place, we suggost, that you check the frame outtransformer.

INVICTA 137

The vertical hold on this receiver is unstable
and can be adjusted only with great difficulty. V14,

V15, V16 and V2I have been tested and replaced
where necessary without improvement. - M.

Thornton (Sutton Coldfield.).
There is a small type M3 metal rectifier between
the sync separator valve anode and, the frame
oscillator. This has probably failed. Check by
replac..ment.

SOBELL T25

There is acute picture break, more so on ITV
than BBC although it is not continuous.-C.
Gr.fhth. (Ebbw Vale, Monmouthshire).

The usual cause of picture tear which is more

pronounc;c1 on the ITV channel is a weakness in
the fir,t ,taQe,. causing noise on the signal plus
Qync poises.

You should iirst try a new 301,15 r.f. amplifier
valve.. Next, check that the trouble is not caused

by ghoc:ing, usually obvious from a close inspec-

tion of the picture. A slight improvement of the
aerial will often cure this kind of fault.
MARCONIPHONE VTI51
The 500mA h.t. fuse keeps blowing. The
ord1narY tests have been carried out without

success.-A. Baggelaar (Wells, Somerset).

Persistent fuse failure, of course, signifies

a

short somewhere on the h.t. line, However, if the
set is working nomially the trouble could be due

to a flashover in the line output

valve.
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FERGUSON 203T

There is no frame or line sync which makes me

think that the fault is something to do with the
a.g.c. I have checked the valves associated with

The fault on this set is ragged verticals which

appear intermittently during an evening's viewing.

The effect can be slightly reduced by increasing

this circuit, but they all seem in order.-J. Eveleigh

the brightness control.

It seems from your remarks that the trouble lies
somewhere in the sync separator, as distinct from
the a.g.c. system. The sync separator receives
signals from the video amplifier anode circuit and
removes the picture signals, leaving only the frame
and line sync pulses. These are then fed to the
respective timebases via valves and resistor/capacitor networks. Since both timebases are affected,
the sync separator stage and/or its coupling to the
video amplifier should come under attention.

tuner being a Cyldon P16H with a 30L15 in place
of the PCC84 r.f. amplifier.-C. Williams (Swansea,

PYE VI4C

BUSH TV 53

On renewing V21 (PCF80 sync sep. amp.) a
much poorer picture appeared with the contrast
control turned fully clockwise. There are promi-

When first switched on, the picture appears
some two minutes after the sound has come up.
The picture is rather light with flyback lines
visible and its area is then about three-quarters

(Salisbury, Wiltshire).

nent flyback lines especially on ATV. Normally the

contrast control was fully anticlockwise for BBC
and fully clockwise for ATV.

I have renewed valves in the tuner unit (PCC84

and PCF80) and interchanged both EF80's with
the sound section and tried PCF80 for V21 (sync
sep.) I am not sure how to replace V3 (CG12E
det.).
Sound and all other controls seem normal
except the channel selection switch, which on
rotation momentarily produces a better picture.R. A. Duffett (St Albans, Hertfordshire).
We have met a number of these receivers which

need a PCF82 in the sync separator stage.

An

alternative cause of your symptoms is a faulty c.r.t.
The detector diodes are inside the i.f. transformers,
and it is usually simpler to replace the entire transformer complete with diodes.
MURPHY V6S9

The fault is apparent on both channels, the

Glamorgan).

Ragged verticals are caused by random triggering of the line timebase often by noise pulses. It
is possible, therefore, that the signal-to-noise ratio
of your installation is below standard due to (a)
reducing sensitivity of the set or (b) weak aerial
signals: (a) should lead to a check of the vision

channel valves and (b) to a check of the aerial
system.

its full size. This condition persists for about five
minutes as the flyback lines gradually clear from

bottom to top of the screen, this process being

accompanied by some flashing.

The picture then settles down and remains

steady for the remainder of the time it is on without need for any other adjustment than resetting
the fine tuning control after about ten minutes.
The c.r.t. was boosted some time ago and I now

intend to replace it.-J. E. Smith (Melton Mowbray, Leicestershire).

The light, flashing picture can be attributed to
an internal short in the tube which will of course,
be rectified when the c.r.t. is replaced.
The small picture is probably due to a " lazy "
PL81 or PY81 on the right-hand side.
FERGUSON XX 3602

This set has been converted to 625 -lines. On
only, the timebase whistle suddenly

When this set has been on for about an hour,

405 -lines

If the set is switched off and left for a while,

an hour and then the whistle drops down to its
normal level. During the time that the whistle is
there, the n'cture is quite normal. The PL36 line
output, PCL85 frame outout and PY801 boost
diode were replaced recently, and this fault has
occurred since then.-P. Sparks (Reigate, Surrey).
The trouble described is caused by a characteristic in the line output transformer and can
only be modified by changing the transformer.

the screen suddenly becomes covered with a mass
of horizontal thick black lines about lin. wide. The
sound then dicannears and the raster shrinks away
from all sides. On looking in the back some of the
valves do not appear to be 1:t up.
it is perfect when switched on again, but after

a few minutes, the fault occurs again.-H. Parr
(Stoke-on-Trent, Staffordshire).
The symptoms that you describe suggest a

heater -cathode leakage on either the 30FL1 or the
6F23 valve.
FERGUSON 408T

On switching on there is a 2in. gap at the bottom

becomes very loud after the set has been switched
on for about 30 minutes. This continues for about

Note, however that even a replacement transformer
will whistle to some extent on 405 -lines.
BUSH TV 24

Sound and vision were restored to this set when

fully " warmed us, " about 15 minutes later, the

the PL38 valve was replaced after it had been
found to be defective. However the replacement
brought with it con.iderable hum which renders

symptoms disappear.-B. Williams (Norwich,
Norfolk).
We would advise you to change the PCL82 frame

The PZ80 valve was passed o.k. at the same
time as the PL38 was shown to be faulty.-A. B.

of the picture, and there is a shrinking of the
picture on each sound peak. When the set has

picture becomes full size and the sound -on -vision

(field) timebase valve which may be failing, thus

causing bottom compression. The sound -on -vision

could be due to a faulty PCL82 output valve, a
defective electrolytic capacitor, or incorrect (or
4rifting) mains.

the set unusable. This hum is occasionally interrunted by a " ripping " sound.
Clark (Brighton, 6, Sussex).

Check the lower deck valves-EF91 in early

models, EF80 in some later versions-for heater cathode leaks and
capacitors generally.

then check the

electrolytic
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SOBELL T27$

EMERSON E700

The picture has gradually deteriorated. Firstly,

a black band started to appear at the bottom of
the screen and gradually ncreased until it was
about In. deep. At the same time there was a
turnover at the bottom which increased until it
was halfway up the screen. The top of the picture
has become extremely elongated, making a circle
on the screen appear like a very tall egg. Adjust-

ment to the controls only seems to worsen the

picture. Also the frame hold does not seem very
stable. Both the brightness and contrast seem
Wales).

normal.-J. McVicar (Carmarthen, South

On the face of it, it seems likely that the frame
trouble is due to a worn frame output valve. It
may be as well to check this by substituting with
a new valve, after which carefully adjusting the
height and frame linearity controls for the best
linearity.

Note

235

however,

that

When this set is switched on, all the valves
and the tube light up except the EY86. The PY32
is

low, and the sound is perfect.-W. Murray
If the PY32 is low, you will certainly get no

(Scotland).

glow from the EY86, as this valve only lights when
the line circuits are in full operation. Replace with
a PY33.
When the h.t. is again normal, if the EY86 still

unlit-listen for the line whistle. If
absent, check the ECC82 line oscillator, and then
the 0.51iF boost capacitor beneath the line output
remains

transformer.

KB MV50

failure of the

electrolytic capacitor on the cathode of the frame
ampiifier could aggravate the symptom

The focus is poor and the focus control is at
the end of its travel. There is poor balance of
light and dark tones. Advancing the brightness
and contrast controls causes the picture to blow

PETO SCOTT 733

rectifier.

up and disappear. I have fitted a new EY51 e.h.t.

The frame and line hold will not stop and the
picture is continuously rolling. If either the frame
or line hold controls are adjusted, the fault stops
for a moment and then starts rolling again.

I have tried substituting most of the valves without much success.-D. Sykes (Pudsey, Yorkshire).
As you say you have substituted the valves, we
presume you have checked the sync separator, the
PCF80 which is second from the left at the top.
If this is in order, check the common return tag
of the 100 + 250juF electrolytic capacitor. Earlier
runs of this model had the possibility of a loose
rivet here-a subsidiary symptom being hum. Later
runs had this riveted connection soldered over.
If this is not done, try soldering first. If this does
not cure it, the electrolytics may need replacement.
All this presupposes a good signal.
FERGUSON 505T

This set takes a long time to warm-up, and

replacement of the PY82's has had little effect on
this. The line oscillator does not work, but if the
line hold is pushed in, it does, the tube lights up
but fades out when it is released.
I

have replaced the line

multivibrator, V8,

ECC82, V6, a.g.c. rectifier and pulse amplifier
ECC82, and several other valves. All the valve
voltages are within a few volts of those shown on
the circuit.-F. Brown (Leamington Spa, Warwickshire).

Although you say that all voltages are normal,

you do not mention whether this includes the
boost voltage, and from your description Of the
symptoms, it would seem that the PY81 boost
diode is the cause of the trouble. This should be

your first test.
If the boost voltage is normal, you may have to
look more closely at the line oscillator circuit. We
would mention that on this model it is sometimes

necessary to try two of three ECC82 line oscillators before a suitable valve is found.

A faint spark can be drawn from the

single wire end and a thin spark can be obtained
from the d.c. end with a screwdriver held fairly

close to the wire. A new RM4 was fitted quite
recently, and no raster is obtainable with the aerial
removed. There are a number of bright horizontal lines instead.-H. Ward (Cumbernauld, nr
Glasgow).
It sound very much as if the cathode ray tube
is low from the symptoms you describe.
The " blowing -up " could be lack of h.t., lack
of line drive or boost voltage, but you appear to
have checked these faults.
Remove the final anode cap to the c.i.t. and
test again for d.c. spark at the EY51. If a good
spark can now be obtained, the c.r.t. is drawing
excess current to produce the raster, and should
be replaced

SOBELL T280

There is instability on both the sound and the

vision. After switching on, the fault seems to

develop for about a quarter of an hour, then there
is a sharp click and everything is normal for the
time that the set is switched on.

Can you also tell me the correct method of

unboxing this set.-G. Smith (Orpington, Kent).

There could be many causes of the fault you
describe, but the root is heat. As the set warms
up, fault conditions change. Most often, a dry
joint can be blamed when the fault disappears
when hot, but finding such a tricky one demands
a lot of patience. Try the effect of switching on.

and immediately going along the small decoupline
capacitors with a hot soldering iron held near them
(but not touching). If one is faulty, the trouble
will temporarily clear itself.
The most common culprit is an a.g.c. decoupling
capacitor, especially the 0.1,4F capacitor decoupling

the a.g.c. feed to the tuner.
The next most likely cause is

a

partial inter-
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electrode leak in the 30L15. Check also that the
a.g.c. link has a tight connection.

This set is unboxed in sections, and the most
difficult part is the removal of the knobs. This
requires the insertion of a long, narrow -bladed
a. screwdriver to push the lower end of the spring
bl retainers towards the knob, while a withdrawing
lk pull is made. The control panel can then be
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tr slackened by turning two swivel clips.

TEST CASE -27

11'

Each month we provide an interesting case of television servicing

to exercise your ingenuity. These are not trick questions, but are based

on actual practical faults.

to

While on holiday at a coastal resort an
experimenter was asked to advise on some

television trouble that his host was experiencing. A quick check revealed that the BBC picture
was badly marred by dark hori-

See next month's PRACTICAL TELEVISION for the

solution to this problem and for another Test Case
in this series.

zontal lines which had a tendency
to vary to intensity. At some
moments the effect was so severe
that the holds were destroyed.
Close examination of the picture

showed that between the lines a

form of herring -bone pattern
interference was present as shown
in the accompanying illustration.
The sound was mostly clear but
it was discovered that by detuning

the fine tuning control a loud

buzz could be produced which, so
the, experimenter was informed,
was not present before the picture
trouble started.
Tuning to the local IT A

channel in Band III the picture
was perfect and completely free

from any interference effects.
What was the most likely cause

of this state of affairs and what
steps, if any, could the experimenter have taken to cure or

,

alleviate the, trouble?

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE 26
(Page 188, last month)
Since the h.t. line voltage increased slightly as

the fault developed the clue given was that something happened which reduced the total h.t. current.
Failure of the line timebase is the connection but
;; because it was found that the associated valves were
4-- in good order a current check should have been
made in the line output valve (in the cathode
t
:

circuit or by measuring the

voltage across the

; cathode resistor, if used) during the period that the
I.
;

trouble developed.

This technique was, in fact, adopted by the

engineer and it was discovered that the current in
this amplifier fell when the timebase cut out.
H.T. checks on the screen and at the dead end
of the anode circuit again showed a slight rise in
voltage, thereby proving that the h.t. feed circuits
were in order. Eventually a check was made of the

negative voltage on the control grid of the line
output valve and this was found to rise (go more

negative) as the fault occurred. The valve was thus
being back -biased and eventually cut off. A quick

check of the grid components brought to light a
1A411 preset which was open -circuit.

Replacement

cured the trouble.
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BRAND NEW CATHODE RAY TUBES

The rapidly increasing demand for a complete range of new tubes of the very

highest quality

is

now being met by the new Lawson "CENTURY

99" range of television tubes.
SPECIFICATION:
The new "Century 99" range of C.R.T.s are the products of Britain's premier C.R.T. manufacturers. All types ore exact replacements, manufactured to the original specification, but incorporating the very latest
design improvements to give superb performance, coupled with maximum reliability and very long life.

"Century 99" C.R.T.s, available as direct replacements for the following makes and types
MULLARD
MW43/69
MW43/64
MW36/24

MAZDA

AW43-130

AW36-80
AW36.21

MW3I/74
MW3I 'I 6

MW43/80
MW36, 44

MWS3/80
MW53 '20
MW42 43
MW4I .1
AW59.91
AWS9-90
AW53.89
AW53-88
AW53-80
AW47.91
AW47-90
AW43.69
AW43-88

CME1706
CMEI901

CRM I 43

CME2I 04
CME230I
CME2302
CME2303
CME2306

CRM144
CRMI5213

CRMI53
CRMI71

CRM I 72

CRMI73
CRM2 1
CRM2 1 2
1

CMEI41
CME 1402

CMEI702
CMEI703
CME1705

...
...
...
19".21"

Terms:

L4.10.0
L5.10.0

12"
14"
17"

C.W.O.
C.O.D.

1.5.19.0

Carr. and

L7.15.0

Ins. 11,6

NEW VALVES!
Guaranteed Set Tested

24 -HOUR SERVICE
185, IT4, 384 3V4. DAF91. 0F81, DK91
D1.92, DUI4, SET OF 4. 14/..
DAF96. DEW DK98. DUO. SET OF 4. 22/-.
0A2
3/9 DL92
4/3 PCL83
719
1D6
5/- PCI84
4/9 DL.94
7/6
MI6
ait DL98
5/8 ?L81
P
7/6
EABC80
/
ft8.
1T4
3i8 EBC41
PL82
384
5/3
3V4
t55? 58/. MI
5/3Y3811T
Q. PY32
8/8
1/3
E0088
61C113
4/9 PY33
2/8
8K30
3/- ECCB4
8/3 PY90
4/9
/Q70
4/- ECCIiS
8/- PY81
5/.
6SL7CT 4/8 ECF80
5/9 P1'32
9/11
8V8C,
3/8 ECF82
5/8
laajT 6/6 ECRU 7/ PY83
PATO° 5/11
3/3 EC1181
5/
U25
8/12103GT
8/8
ECLOC
tip;
7/9
12QICT
U191
EP4
13/3
EP41
5/3
15/48) EF80
UABC80 5/30PLI
7/9 Er115
UAF42
6/9
35LfICIT
5/F86
6/11 UBC41
614/3 URF130
85A2
5/9
Eli1ti
5/8
CL31
8/8 EL41
711:C084 7/11
DAC32
EL34
4/13
UCC85
6/-

3/3 ECL828/9
9/

/

EY51
EY88
EE40

DKM.
DK98

/-

D1.33

EZ81
KT41
PCC84
PCC89
PCF80
PCP82

619

DAF98
D3.33
D1191

DP96

DI177

DK32
DX91

DL33

3
9

6/0

PCF1305

PCL82

Ede CCM
5/8
LW-

UCH42
UCH81

/3

UeL33

5/6
8/8
8/9
6/9/6/3

UP41

1.7P89

UL41

VIM

URIC
17Y41

UY85

8/3

CI4FM

C19/7A

C I 4GM

C19, '16A
C I 9 TOAD

CI4HM
C14.1M
C 1 4LM
C I 4PM

C I9AH
Cl 9AK

C17IA

C2 17A
C21 AA

C2I, IA

C I 74A

C175A
C177A
C I 7AA
C I7AF
C178M

Cl7FM
C 1 7GM

CI7HM
C 1 7JM
C 1 7LM

C17PM

C2IHM
C21KM
C21 NM
C21 SM

C2 I TM
C23 -7A
C23 -TA

GEC and COSSORAl.

EMISCOPE & EMITRON

ENGLISH ELECTRIC
141K

4/14
4 15

17IK
172K
173K

4 1 5G

5'2
5,2T
.5,3

212K

690IA
7102A

5, 3T
I 4KP4
1 7ARP4
17ASP4

720IA
7203A
7204A
7205A
7401A
7405A
7406A

17AYP4
21C1P4
3E1,4/70
3E17.'70

750IA
7502.A

C23AG
C23AK
C23AG
C23AK

7503A
7504A

760IA

7701A

DOUBLE GUARANTEE
All tubes fully g
teed for 12
months and are supplied with a full
money back guarantee if you are not
delighted with their performance.
Complete fitting instructions supplied

Offices and Enquiries:

NYLON- P.T.F.E.

BBC2 (625 LINE) TV AERIALS

LAWSON TUBES
STATION ESTATE. MALVERN
2 PEACHFIELD CLOSE,
MALVERN WELLS,
MALVERN 2100

No quantity too small
List on opal lotion

ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS
BRASS, COPPER, BRONZE

H. ROLLE!' & CO., LTD.
HOWIE STREET, S.W.II
BATtersea 7872

Branches at Liverpool, Manchester,
Birmingham, Leeds, Glasgow.

Get your copy NOW .
"PRACTICAL WIRELESS"

Contains full details of colour codes:
everyday formulae, for calculating the
values of biasing components, potential
dividers, resonance, gain, etc
aerial
d.mensions; a quick frequency -wavelength

5/9
8/9
5/9

5/.

3/11
4/9

GERALD BERNARD

WALL MOUNTED with CRANKED
AR II. 9 element 60/-. 11 element 67/6;
14 element 75/, CHIMSL1 ARRAYS
with LANDINGS, 9 element 72/-; 11
element 80/-; 14 element 87/8. LOFT
ARRAYS. 7 element 32/6; 11 element
with TILTING ARM & 4 ELEMENT
GRID REFLECTOR 82/8; 14 element
ditto, 70/- Co -ax. Plugs. 1/3. Low Loss

BBC ITV

esciopp130c

trans stoma and picture tube pin connections,
bases, ratings and equiv:-.1encs. Illustrated.

10s. 6d. FROM ALL BOOKSELLERS

. or in case of difficulty I Is. 6d. by post from
GEORGE NEWNES LTD., Tower House,
Southampton Street, London, vv.c.2.

3 ele-

21/-. External

I.T.V. (BAND M. 3 Element loft array 25/... 5

Element 3.5h. Wall mounting. 3 Element 315/-.
5
Element 45/-.
COMBINED B.B.C.D.T.V.
Loft 1+3. 41/3; 1+5. 48/9.

Pall mounting 1+3, 58/5:
1, 5, 8319. Chimney 1+3,

:

conversion table; stations and frequencies:
common symbols and abbreviations; notes
on amateur radio and a list of call -sign prefixes; communication receiver 1.F.s; wire
and cable data; battery equivalents; valve,

F.M. AERIALS

1'.B.('. (BAND 1),

RADIO AND TELEVISION

we
613

EXTERNAL
MART
MOUNTING
ARRAYS
"element 45/-; 11 element 55/-:
19 element 82/6

Co -axial Cable, La yd.

REFERENCE DATA

5/9
7/3

Any C.O.D. Parcel 4/3 extra.
OGce address, nO callers.

STOKE NEWINGTON,
LONDON, N.14.

CME2 101

C I7SM

13/9

Postage 64. per valve extra. Any Parcel
mewed against Damageln Transited. extra.

83 OSBALDESTON ROAD,

CMEI902
CMEI903
CMEI906

C I 2FM

ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP, WIRE

1R.5

DAP91

BRIMAR

CRMI21
CRMI23
CRMI22
CRMI24
CRMI41
CRMI42

83/9; 1+5, 71/3.

F.M. (RAND D. Loft S/D, 12/6. "H"

30/-. 3 Element, 62/13. External unite
available, Co -ax, cable 8d. yd. Co -ax.
plugs. 1/3. Outlet boxes, V8. Diplexer
Boxes 15/8. C.W,O. or C.O.D.
P.P. 3/-. Send 84. stamps for illustrated
lists.

'Orossover

K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (Dept. P/T.)
3b, Godston Road, Kooky, Surrey
CRO 2527
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SERVICE SHEETS

part
4/- per line or
thereof, average five words to line,
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 1/- extra.
Advertisements must he prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
Manager "Practical Television",
Tower House, Southampton Street,
RATES:

SERVICE meets /75,000) 4/- each.

Callers welcome. 5 South St.. Oakenshaw, Bradford.

4eRVICE SHEETS, Radio, TV, 5.000
List 1,-. S.A.E. enquiries.
linoclels.
TELRAY, 11 Maudland Bk., Preston.

London W.C.2.

free fault-finding guide with all Service

Sheets. Please send S.A.E. with enquiries.
Catalogue of 6,000 models, I'6.

All types of modern and obsolete valves

Radio and TV books. S.A.E. lists enquiries.

HAMILTON RADIO
Western Road, St. Leonard*, Sussex

for all TV,
itadio and Tape Recorders, etc. List

S.E.S. SERVICE SHEETS
/8 plus S.A E.

ERVICES,

38

Hastings. Sussex.

SUN ELECTRICAL
George's Road.

St.

SERVICE SHEETS,

(continued)

" HEATH KITS " can now be seen in
London and purchased on H.P. Free
Brochure. DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS LTD., 120 Hamilton Road.
West Norwood, SE27. GIPsy Hill 6166.

JOHN
Shep-

Unused, Guaranteed Tubes
LS. 2.6
£5. 7.6
E6. 7.6

AW36-20, 21
AW36-80
AW43-80, 88
AW43-89
AW47-90, 91
AW53-80
AW53-88

L6.12.6
L7.10.0
E7.12.6
£7.17.6

FM
TUBES. AERIALS. VALVES CI4BM,
CUM, FM, HM

£5. 5.0
£6. 7.6

CI7LM, PM, SM

£6.12.6

C2I HM, SM, TM

L7. I 7.6

U.H.F. aerials. Bands I, II & III aerials.
I.T.V.
U.H.F. transistorised boosters.
boosters, Regunned T.V. tubes, Valves. etc.
New and second-hand T.V. sets. Transistor
Radios and all types of Electrical Appliances. Quotations without obligation.
Coaxial cable, fluorescent light fittings,
all at special prices to the trade and Home
Engineers. S.A.E. for list.

G. A. STRANGE

also Current and

Obsolete valves for sale
GILBERT TELEVISION, lb

We have the following
in Stock now

SETS & COMPONENTS
SERVICE SHEETS
For all makes of Radio and Television
1925-1964. Prices from If-.

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP

CMEI402
CMEI702, 1703
CMEI705
CME2I01

£5. 7.6
£6.12.6

CRM93

L7. 7.0
£8. 7.6
£4. 2.6

CRMI24

£4.12.6

CRMI41,2,3,4

O. 7.6

herd's Bush Road, London W6. Tel:
SHE 8441. Nr Goldhawk Rd. Station.

BROADFIELD, NORTH WRAXIIALL,
nr. ChIppenham, Wilts, Tel. Marshfield 236

CRM152, 153

£5.17.6

STATE MODEL No. Radio 2/-, TV 2/6.
S.A.E. Darwin, 19 George Street, St
Helens, Lancs.

DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS LTD..

CRMI71, 2, 3
CRM2I1,212
MW6-2
MW22-16

£7.17.6
£6.17.6

SERVICE SHEETS
4/- each, plus postage

We have the largest display of Service Sheets for all makes and types
Tape
Televisions,
of Radios,
Recorders, etc. in the country
(speedy service).

To obtain the Service Sheet you
please
require,
attached coupon:

complete

the

largest stockists of TV components in
the U.K. Line Output Transformers.
Frame Output Transformers. Deflector Coils for most makes. Official sole
suppliers for many set makers. Same
Day Despatch Service. Terms: C.O.D.
or C.W.O. Send S.A.E. for quotes.
Day and Night Telephone: GIPsy Hill
6166. 126 Hamilton Road, West Norwood.

TV SPARES
Fully Guaranteed Makers Parts.
Telephone orders sent same day.
Line Output Transformers

From:

a -Maker's Correct Parts
6 -Cheaper Replacement Parts

Name:
Address:

Ekco T22I-T331, T327, TC267; Fel-ranti
Murphy
T1001-1027, lo -5216; a-62/6.
Pye
72/6; V270/280, 79'6.
H.M.V. 18-40-9,
UT4/UT7, 52'6.
TVS°,
b
-69l6;
a-79'6.
TV53,
6216. Bush
1.1240/250,

V4,7,

To: S.P. DISTRIBUTORS

44 Old Bond St., London, W.I
Rlease supply Service Sheets for the
following:

model supplied.
C.O.D. or Price

Quoted

if

required.

Scan Coils: Ekco, Ferranti, Pye, etc.,
Used Parts Available.
Please state clearly whether Maker's correct
from SOP-.

Make
6i Model No

Radio/TV

lake

Model No
r ake
Model No

Radio/TV

part (a) or cheaper replacement part (b)
required. Ekco-Ferranti plastic housing
available, 151- each.

at 1/6.
(please delete items not applicable)
J enclose remittance of
(FePT.)
MAIL ORDERS ONLY

SETS & COMPONENTS
SETS;

Not

working,

3710. £2. 211n. £3/10/-, 14in. Portables
i82/101-. Phone Bournemouth 268461

MW3I-16, 74
MW36-24, 44

L4. 2.6
L4. 2.6
LS. 2.6

MW4 I -I

L6.12..6

MW43-64, 69
MW43-80
MW53-20

£6. 7.6
£6. 7.6

MW53-80 .......
T90IA
I4KP4A, 141K
171 K, 172K, 173K
6901A
7201A, 7203A
7204A

0.12.6
L7A2.6
£6.I2.6
L5. 2.6
L6. 7.6
L6.12.6
L.S. 2.6

740IA

E5. 5.0
L6. 7.6

7405A

L6.12.6

All tubes tested before despatch
and guaranteed for 12 months.

CARRIAGE 101-, via B.R.S. or
IV- via passenger train.

TERMS L2 down (plus carriage)
balance El per month.
Midland Stockists: -

Amateur Electronics Co.

240 Lichfield Road, Aston,
Birmingham.

Shop Soiled Tubes (unused)

Free Insurance and Quantity discounts

*also require list of Service Sheets

ELEV ISION

b-89/6; a-99/6. Any other make or

£6. 7.6

Callers welcome. Open all day Saturdays
Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D. Post &Pack. 41 -

TELEVISION CONSUMER
SERVICES LIMITED

(Subject to Availability)
I4in. CRM 141, 2 67/6. Others 57/6
I7in. CRMI7I, MW43-69, 43-64
751.. Plus Carriage. Guaranteed
for 12 months.

Callers:
112

CAMBERWELL

ROAD,

S.E.S

After business hours. Phone: RODney 7917
(Autophone)

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
48 BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD

Post Orders to:

LONDON S.W.' I.

BAT 6859

8

South of the Bridge.

Open Sats.

CRAY PARADE, MAIN ROAD
ST. PAUL'S CRAY, KENT
Tel. Orpington 30566

until 4 p.m.
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SETS & COMPONENTS

SETS & COMPONENTS

(nosimmai)

(continued)

(contsnuetl,

at give-away prices!
n1414.918[0/94, Valves. Coaxial Cable.
Electrolytes, Vol Controls. Pre -Sets,
Sp,akers, Test Meters, Recording
Tapes, Wiring Cable, Microphones.
Pick-up Cartridges, Soldering Irons,
Plugs. sockets, Panels, etc. Bend a 3d.
Stamp for full Price Lists Diamond
I Mall Orden Products IP.T.1 BMC/

EKCO-FERRANTI U25

500 TELEVISIONS, not working, from

COMPONENTS

DIA, London W.C.1.

TUBIS-FAMOUS MAKES!
MW43/69, AW43/90, MW36/24, AW43108,
etc. Fully screened, aluminised, 10000 new
(except glees), Meetly 14.15e. (124 tee.).
LISTS. One Tear', G 44444 tee Card.
We do NOT tell fitsunned only tubes.
ee!
NEW VALVES. 12 menthe g
71BY 00, EYSI, EY86, PTV PYBOI ...
P181, PCF80, PC1.82, 30CI, PC06-8

L.O.T.s

2 tone controls-flywheel tuning-tuning
indicator-Use

Radio-Direction

Car

as

Finder-Beyond comparison at 32 Gne.

bury, Kent.

Church St.,Warrenpoint, N. Ireland

STOP!

DURHAM SUPPLIES

su r.0,1)

175 Durham

...
ALBA
BUSH
...
COSSOR
DEFIANT
EKCO Range
EMERSON Range
FERGUSON
...

EXCHANGE
ONLY

ford 8,

Yorks.

38/6

SERVICE

EACH

C.O.D. Si,

Please send S.A.E. for any other details.
72 hours

101- post paid.

13 Channel TV, untested,
13 Channel TV, untested,

L3.10s., Including carr.

17In. 13 Channel TV, Tube tested
and guaranteed in good condition,
Pye, Ekco, Ferguson, etc., L4.10s.
Reclaimed tubes, six months
43/69 37f6,

including

alloy chassis, ideal for Hi-Fi and

stereo, a quality speaker at a bargain price, 17,6, including carriage.

Radio & Television Service I
Ltd.
26 ALL SAINTS ROAD
North Kensington, London. W.I I.
Open all day Mon. -Sat. inc.

FOR SALE
for full lists to DIAMOND 'Mall
Order) PRODUCTS. Dept. P.T.BMC,

DIA. London, WC1.

VALVE CARTONS

EFSO

ECL80
ECC82

Ili

3/.

EYS6
EF9I

30E5

t/191

PCFSO

114
614.

4t-

PPCC84

20L1

51-

6FI9

616

P.1P4

3,6

20P5
PL36

3013.1.(8.11

71 -

4OP13

616
41.
516

20P4
PY92

qt.

10P14
PLS3

316

31.

f-

stamped. Addressed Envelope

with ell queries.

Sr -

prices.

J. Sr A.

75a Godwin Street,
Bradford I.
SALE: Horton's Industrial Transistorised Close Circuit Television
Camera. Complete, ready for use.
Cs_st £58 bargain £40 or £30 less :ens.
JONES. Burnbank, Goosewell Hill.
Egglauckland, Plymouth, Devon.

BOXMAKERS,

SALVAGE VALVES
Tested before dispatch

at keen

Send I,- for sample and list.

etc.

SHEETS

purchased.

St. Leona! ds. Sussex.
A PROMPT CASH OFFER for your
surplus brand new Valves and TranHouse,
Beverley
R.H.8
sistors.

SITUATIONS VACANT
RADIO AND TV Exams and Courses
by Britain's finest home -study School.
Coaching for Brit, I.R.E., City and
Guilds Amateur's licence, R T.E.B

P.M G. certificate, etc. Free Brochure
from British National Radio Schoo.,
Russell Stt eet, Reading.

EDUCATIONAL

-.eft 'FERRANTI, L.O.T. Shrouds
carriage, other typos query first. sample
14/, 3 for 30,-. C.W.O. Send

Speakers, 10in. Goodmans, cast

.

30P19, U25

HAMILTON RADIO, Western Road.

WITWORTH

Tel: BAY 9071

R19,

Best cash prices by return. DURHAM
SUPPLIERS, 175 Durham Rd., Brad-

1.125 type EKCO LOPT's supplied complete
at 401-, not exchange.

Delivery in most cases 24 hours, maximum

L2.10s., including carr.

Yorkshire

9,

.

PY81

Post and packing 3f..

Bradford

EY51,
NEW VALVES WANTED .
EY88. ?Lat. PCC84, PCPS°, PCL82.

PCI.83.

PHILCO
PYE. etc.

Turret Tuners, ex TV, as removed,

Rosa,

WANTED

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
VIRTUALLY ANY MAKE SUPPLIED

Molineux. Lo field Heath, Sussex.

Telephone 465

luau, mister.

ISULTIIBCTERS from 311/-.
Stamped envelope for full latest selection and
bargain offers in cheap meter, and car radio.
Uhdrr el P .5 P. 6., over 01. Post Frew

NEW VALVE TESTERS £12.

R. & R. RADIO & TV SERVICE
44 MARKET STREET
BACUP, LANCS.

with

or

condenser. 9/-.

FULLY GUARANTEED

Al.. POST FREE BARGAINS, Guaranteed reclaimed valves. Send for full
Radio Comlist to: Dept 140/T,
ponents, .4 'The Borough, Canter-

guarantee,

5.4 MN
SILICON TT 7/6,

BOYLAN ELECTRONICS

NEW

P. DEARMAN. 43 Leicester Road,
Tel.: BAR 1934
Naw garnet, Herts.

17in.

METAL RECTIFIERS
RECTIFIERS --CONTACT COOLED
141tA1'261(P(.)111) type 250 v., .250 rnA., 18/6;
12111.12,0 t PU31) type 250 v., 5110 mi.., 17/6;
181-, Fend, 7/6,
050 in.t.
RECTIFIERS-FIN TYPES
Equit A for 1144 18/8: 1016 17/6; 14A989
14A50 10/6; 14 497 11/6: E3s2 Mei P.K0 18/-:
14A9411
19/-; I.Wi3 19/-; 1.4
191-'
I4A100 19/-.
IA 5/-, Ls, 7/-, 4A 1016,
12%

Agents for all Bang & Olufsen items. B. & 0.
Bitola.
World's Bent Transistor Radio
Latest Models now in stock. L.M.S. VHF -

PYSOO, BY I 010, EC1481, ERN, 5/1. doz. mixed
FREE lists of valves, tubes, Transformers

141n.

5', Callers only. 39 Whitehorse Lane.
E.1. Opposite Stepney Green Station.

Perspex housings to suit above
161- each. Post Free.
6 at 0.10.
12 at L6.10.

91.

by Murphy, Risco, Pye. etc.
Return of post scuts.

FOR SALE

Hammer Finish Paint. The modern

finish for electronics, can be brushed
or sprayed. Blue or Silver. 21oz. tins
pint 15/. Post 6d..
3 6, $ pint 7 6,
on any order. Amazing results. Try
some! Trade supplied. FINNIGAN
SPECIALITY PAINTS (PT:. Mickley

PRACTIINCORPORATED
THE
ELEC.
RADIO
&
TIONERS IN
TRONICS (I.P.R.E.) LTD. Member-

Sample
shlo Conditions booklet 1
copy of I.P.R.E. Official Journal 2,-,
post free. Secretary. Dept, C. 32 Kldmore Road,
Berks.

Caversha:n,

X- -b

Reading,

- 4 ac
2a

DON'T FUMBLE

with

Formulae.
Master Mathema-

tics quickly and

easily the Understandable Way.
The Dryden School of
UNDERSTANDABLE MATHEMATICS

I

II L Dryden Chambers, Oxford
St, London W.I.
I

Name
Address

1

Square, Stocksfleld, Northumberland..

S. Ida

MEI an

all al
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MISCELLANEOUS
CONVERT ANT 'TV SET into an
Oscilloscope. Ins:ructions and diagrams 12/6. REDMOND, 42. Dean -

close. Pcrrtslade. Sussex.
BRITISH PATENT No. 881796. An
improved method and means for
and
combination sound
editing
television.
vision
recordings for
Owner desires commercial exploita-

tion on reasonable terms by licence
or sale. Enquiries: H. D. FITZPATRICK & CO., Chartered Patent
Agents, 94 Hope Street, Glasgow, C.2.
and 3 Gray's Inn Square. London,
w.C.1.

BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS
1

COMMUNAL AERIALS & COAXIAL RELAY
PRACTICE

Now ts the time to get to know more about

Master FM/TV Aerial Systems for neighbours
sharing one aerial, etc.
This book by Gordon J. King gives most of the
answers In thirteen chapters for only Ph,
A MUST for all Interested in getting better TV
reception. Also by Gordon J. King:
KING TELEBOOSTER!
I
I405 and THE
525 TV-FM and Car Radios-powered

set aerials. S.A.E. for leaflets.

TELEVISION SERVICING HANDBOOK

Now enlarged to seventeen chapters with fault
preoedure charts and fault symptom photos,
including new chapters on 025 lines, UHF TV
and Transistor TV Sets. 3S/3. Poet Paid.
from

GORDON J. KING
nalmaprlos,"

ry EA, &Wham.

Nvoe.orth BoundaTel.8804

De

PADGETTS RADIO STORES TAKES HEADACHES OUT OF
111,D TOWN HALL
ALL SERVICING PROBLEMS
LIVERSEDGE, TORE'S
Telephone: Cleckheaton 2886

USA Bomb Computors In original transit
case, full of gears, motors, vIdor counter,
gyro, etc., 37/-, Carriage 10/-.

PCR. 12 volt Vibrator Pack, in original

Packing case. 25/, carriage 8/-.
H
Sighting Heads. Complete with lamb
lens. etc. No details. Packed in original

metal case. 15/, carriage 10/-.
Single Phase 240 volts, 1400 r.p.m,, I h.p.
motor with pulley, 26/-, less pulley 24/-,
fully guaranteed. ex washing machine.

4c,,.

One sixth h.p. motor, 15/, post 8/9.
New Indicator Unit, CRT 100, complete

TV TROUBLES

Carriage 8/6.

with two tubes. type VCRX393 and VCRX298

plus 21 small valves. relays removed, 57/-,
or less valves 32/-, carriage 10/-. Sorry no

details on the unit.
New Din. Speakers with built-in Tweeter.
15 or 3 ohms, 28/8, post paid.

P.M. Speakers, all 3 ohms ex TV sets.

bin. round 6 x 41n. and 51n.. 3/-, post 2/-.
6 for 20/-. Post paid. 81n. round 6/, Post 2/-.
7 x 4in. 5/-, post 2/-.
VALVE LIST
Ex equipment. 1 months guarantee
EL91

ECL8O
ECC82
EY51

EY86

EBF80
EB91
EL38

EF91
6FI
6F14
6F15
10C2
10F1

10P13
10P14

2001
20 P3

20P1
20P4

FIRST-CLASS RADIO
AND T/V COURSES...
GET A CERTIFICATE
After brief, intensely interesting study

V8
21-

3/-

2/6
5/4/8
9d.
6/9d.
1/-

5/5/1l5/5/2/5/4/4/-

8/6

8/6

U801
U281

U282
U329

KT36
ICT66

6V6GT
6138
61C25

6P25
6U4
PY33
PY80
PY81
PL81

PL82
PL83
PL33
PY82
PCF80

5/5/5/5/-

8/4/1/6

5/-

3/8

5/6/3/4/3/31

3/3/4/-

PCC84

4/PCL82
5/PCL84
5/PL36
5/VR150/30 3/1T4
1/9
12AT7
3/6CH6
1/6
6X4
3/R18

ARPI2
807
EF50

3/6
1/6
5/1/-

Doz. 6/-

6K7

1/3
Doz. 10/6V6
1/9

Doz. 18/-

6K8

1/9
Doz. 18/ -

Breaking Up Mark III Type IS Sets.

Meter 500 micro -amp.. 51-, post 1/9. Jack
Socket. V-. post 6d.. doz. 10/, Post Patti.
Jack, 1/6, post 6d. Toggle Switch, metal.
6d., post 6d.. doz. 10/-, Post paid. Relay
type 3000. 1/9. post 1/9, doz. 20/, post paid.
Any other spare send 2/- plus post to cover.

Reclaimed Tubes. 6 months guarantee,

Mazda CRM142 141n. 17/, veer. 10/-.
!dullard 43/64/89. Mazda CRM172
AW43/80. 30/-, Carr. 10/-.

1.71n.

and

-undertaken at home in your spare
time-YOU can secure a recognised
qualification or extend your knowledge
of Radio and T.V. Let us show you how.

FREE GUIDE
The New Free Guide contains 120
pages of information of the greatest
Importance to both the amateur and
the man employed in the radio
industry. Chambers College provides first race postal courses for
Radio Amateurs' Exam., R.T.E.B.
Servicing Cert., C. & C. Telecoms.,
Guide also gives
A.M.I.E.R.E.
details of range of diploma courses
in Radio/T.V. Servicing, Electronics
and other branches of engineering,

remarkable Guarantee of

Write now for your copy of this
invaluable publication. It may well
prove to be the turning point on your
Career.

FOUNDED ISIS-OVER

150,000 SUCCESSES_

CHAMBERS COLLEGE

It

Your most andel on -the -lob "tool". Welds and
easily pin -points the snot trouble in any TV set.
Coors 70 symptoms. 700 trouble spots. Over 340
eross-indexed rages; 50 time.asing Cheek -Charts;

290 diagrams and photo.; explanation of circuits
and designs
SIMPLE CHECE-CHART SYSTEM SAVES TINE
This ntaxingly practical handbook shows you bow

to dud the trouble in any TV circuit FAST! Simple
cross-index tells you in what section you'll find

rause of trouble. Handy CheekChart then help
you accurately locate the EXACT trouble spot.
to time, eliminate hours of aggravation,
Cut
get right to the heart of the trouble In minutes.
USE rats BOOK RIGHT ON THE 10B-NO NEED
TO MEMORIZE!
This Pin -Point Book WAS designed especially for

You simply turn to
the indexed section, locate the circuit description
on-the-job trouble -shooting.

and Check -Chart, and innutes you have the
trouble spot located and ready for repair.

No

theory of mathematics. Down -to
earth, practical eirenit description, service
and trouble -shooting techniques. Published by the
famous Coyne Electrieal School and approved by
Dating authorities In the field.
Don't miss tint any longer. Time wasted now
locating TV faults could be saved by quick reference
to this lightning fast TV problem answer book.
coniplicated

Send for your trial copy now, then when you

decide to keep it (as we are sure you TAM, pay only

5i- per week until completed.
The price! Only 39/S plus postage 1/6.

FREE ELECTRONIC DATA HANDBOOK WITH EVERY ORDER
IRONCLAD GUARANTEE

This book must be abre to earn you more than Its
cost within two weeks or your money refunded!
Free SS page owsillogeope book will be included II
you and eash with order.

NORTHERN TUBE CHANGE
B & X TUBES (NORTHERN)

6A DENISON ROAD, LEEDS 3

FREE TRIAL OFFER!

Tot: LEEDS 84576

TERMS ONLY 5/- PER WEEK

SUPER SCREEN TV TUBES
with full 12 months' guarantee

To SIM-TECH TECHNICAL BOOKS
Dept. W. X.12
West End, Southampton, Hants.

12"-14'

70°

94. 6.0

15'-17'

70°

54.15.0

21'

70°

56.16.0

17'

110°

16.10.0

my part. Otherwise 1 will pay cash or 5 - weekly
until paid.
Tick here If enclosing full price of 41/- (which
includes ES postage). You get free Oscilloscope

-19'

110°

U. 0.0

Ire laud).

21'

110°

£8.10.0

together with particulars of our

SUCCESS OR NO FEE

February, 1965

Carriage & Insurance 10'- extra

Omega National Inst. of Engineering)

Quantity and Trade Discounts

(Dept. 442), 14$ HOLBORN
LONDON, E.G-1

are available.

"1 Please send ''T.V. Troubles" for a full seven
days' free trial. If not delighted I way return the
manual. post paid without further obligation ou

Rook. dame 7 -day money back guarantee. Overseas
customers please send full -amount (including

Name

Address

tote

Covets'

February, 1965
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REBUILT TUBES:
You're safe when you buy from
RE -VIEW !

Each tube is rebuilt with a completely
new gun assembly and the correct voltage
heater.

HERE

Each tube comes to you with a guarantee
card covering it for a year against all but

IS WHAT YOU
PAY:

breakage.

I2in.
free anywhere
on the journey.

£4.10.0

I 4in.

64.15.0

rebuilt with experience and
We were amongst the very
first to pioneer the technique of rebuilding

I5in.
I7in.
I9in.

£5. 0.0
£5. 0.0

Each tube is delivered
in the U.K. and insured

Each tube
know-how.

is

television tubes.

21 in.

RE -VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES

6.10.0

0. 0.0

...

385 LONDON ROAD, WEST CROYDON,

or cheque with
order, or cash on delivery

SURREY.

-Discount for Trade-

Cash

Tel. TH Ornton Heath 7735

BBC2, TV, RADIO & TAPE REC. SPARES

Phone
ILFord
6001/2/3

UHF 625 BBC2 complete modification kits, tuner, IF and T.B.

621 3 Romford Road, Manor Park, E.12 'For Free
Liverpool St. -Manor Pk. -I0 mins.
List

EX -MAINTENANCE TESTED TUBES

panels. fittings and circuits. Or tuners and IF panels separately, also
aerials, send for free lists.

I7in. - 35f-

TV SIGNAL BOOSTER UNITS. Sensational gain all stations,

Carriage 5%.

trans. plug-in types, LABGEAR BBC1,ITA or BBC2 63.15.0, PERDIO
BBC2 63.10.0. Post free.

21 in. 99/6
17 in. 79/6
15,14,

PHILIPS 1768 to 17TG100 etc., STELLA

... 9216
... 4816
... 4816

ALSO L.O.T.,
EKCO 221 to 331 (U25 types)
Available for
FERRANTI 1001 to 1011 (U25 types)
EKCO FERRANTI (U26!perspex types) . 6216 Alba Peto
FERGUSON 406 to 606 etc., 6516; 306, 308 4816 Cossor
Scott
PHILCO 1000, 1010, etc. 6516. MARCONI
Decca Pilot
VTI57 etc.
..
6516 G.E.C. R.G.D.
HMV 1840 to 1854 681-; 1865 to 1869 4816 K.B.
.

59/6

...

.\

SOBELL TS17. 346, 4816; 171 etc. McM M17

6516

PYE all types available.'
V4 to ,700 etc. from... 5416

one year

Carr. 10(6. Add
10,- refundable

on OLD TUBE
(110' Tubes in

Dynatron

Invicta Regents.
Ultra
Emerson Etc.
Pam

Postage and Packing for above L.O.T.s 3,'-. C.0 D. 216 extra.

* Also available for all sets *

SCAN COILS.

Frame o, p frame osc. transf., width/linearity
coils, sound op transf., mains droppers, control knobs, dual vol.
controls, line osc. trans., resistors, condensers, etc.
TUNER UNITS. Fireball, Pye Miniature, incremental, turrets,

channel coils, technical replacements service available.
C.R.T.s Rebuilt by long est. Nat. Co., New guns Guar. 12 months,
Mallard, Mazda, 14", 17". 64.5.0; Brimar, Emiscope, 64.15.0, 21",
E6.10.0, 110 1716 extra, carriage 101-.
TAPE REC:CHANGER. Drive Belts, Heads, Pinch Wheels,
Idlers, Motors for most British (incl. WALTER) and some foreign
makes.

EX -RENTAL TV SETS
Coloured FREE

LIST. Demonstrations daily from
our large selection
12 months written
guarantee,

TELEPHONE
HANDSETS

SALVAGED COMPONENTS. Large selection for popular
C.O.D. despatch available.

MANOR SUPPLIES

64 GOLDERS MANOR DRIVE, LONDON, N.W.11

(Callers: 589b, HIGH ROAD (nr Granville Rd), N. Finchley
N.12). Open all week incl. Sat., HIL 9118 (Day) SPE 4032 (Evg.)

I7in.
L11.10.0
I4in.
£7.10.0
Carr.

14i n. 20117in. 301 -

Channels for all
Personal Collareas.
ection Advised
AERIALS. BBC/ITA combined Loft and ro
25/-. LIST.
BBC2/UHF and colour aerials -from 07/0, Fmiriale-from
END FOR FREE

models, clean, serviceable condition, turrets, transformers, etc.
ENQUIRIES invited, prices by return.

Guaranteed

stock).

.

1870, 1890

I4in. - 15, -

Satisfaction Guaranteed

RE -GUNNED TUBES

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. All popular types avail-

able brand new, exact replacements fully guaranteed. A selection
which can be supplied:
8617 to 1007, etc.

DUKE& CO. (LO NDON) LTD.1 Stamp

15/6 pair

CONDENSERS. 100-10/-. New Assort-

ed electrolytic, and pFs. P. a P. 2/6.
NEONS.
25 box 2/-. (S.B.C.D.P.
fittings).
Mains tester and visual
reminders. P. R P. 1/-.
SPEAKERS, 7/9. 61n., 8IA, 7 x Mn. and

G.P.O. pattern, House S x 3In. Ex. mitt.. salvage. P. 8 P. 2/8.
9d. each. I,000's available.
to Workshop, garage, VALVES
Send for LiM.
inter -office, etc. Works off V/CONTROLS. 20-10/-. A selection of
any small battery. P. & P. 416. types and sizes. P. 0 P. 2/6.
'
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87 Experts guide you to advancement
and higher rewards
YOUR FUTURE, if it

is

in electrical engineering,

depends on your ability and the services you can
render. The more experienced you are the better
your prospects, the better your income ... it's as simple
as that! This New Edition of Newnes comprehensive
and authoritative.publication is invaluable to you if you
mean to progress. Produced with the full technical
resources of NEWNES it covers every facet of the vast
field of modern electrical engineering.
INSTALLATION WORK OF ALL KINDS

Commercial Buildings, Small Houses and Flats, Hospitals,
Schools.
Theatres,
Cinemas,
Electric
Appliances,
Alarm Systems.
INSTRUMENTS, MACHINES, EQUIPMENT

Motors, Control Gear, Transformers.
Rectifiers, Electronic Control in Industry, Measuring and Recording Instruments and Electricity
Electric

19

Supply Meters.
OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, REPAIR

Welding Plant, Electric Traction, Cranes, Lifts.
X -Ray Equipment, Testing Domestic Equipment,
Batteries.
GENERATION, TRANSMISSION, DISTRIBUTION

Power Stations, Power Cables, Public Supply.
Underground Distribution Systems, Town and
Rural Supplies, Cable -laying and Faults.

Over 2,000 Instructive Action Photographs, Diagrams, Working Drawings,
Circuits. Many Concise Data Tables.
SEND TO-DAY-FREE EXAMINATION will
you to cheek it for your
problems-- it will surprise you!

day-to-day

enable

Use it Free

IF KEPT SAME PRICE CASH OR TERMS-NOTHING EXTRA IF YOU PAY MONTHLY

for 1 days

"IL: GEORGE 7's F1\ NES LTD,. 15-17 Loan:Servo London. 1V.C.2
.end tics, nc. Pir I a Sr III, lour nt. F.,,l;1^.1 ei O,
o,11. IS of hgalion to 1,n. In S tin. I o.ill retain it oi r6
ticpo.it. then 20 - month!. 6,r Ii 111,11th., pa.iny i'16 16.. in all
I

nit in N (IQ, £16. 16s.

ABSOLUTELY COMPREHENSIVE!

If under 21 your father must fill up crupa,
If married woman your husband must fl, tt

-his is what you receive without cost or obligat1on\1oro,ILlette.

4 '..olunlc..ttongly 1,ounr1 !ft Grc
in

2.3.52

prrcticc. (l)ser 2.000
an_l 6ork,ng

in.

in.tructi c inlornixion on late,
Photo.,

1)i,641,1in..

Pc, ye inc
and Drta Or,

test prOCathile,.. etc.

I 1,11 .5 tone

fat ,K"K LI

idthe,s

(Air.

rI liS)

I

1/,

\

.

0

24 Data 1.1:ci. in colour and 12 ()116.-rc,crcnc, Blueprtra

conmIctc

Ilie address on left is-

rkrupt,,w

My Property

Fenter.: ,lormshed

Nuclear Power Stations Booklet

Contains fascinating
cut -away sections in frill colour with explanatory text.

(Mr.. Mrs., Miss)

Free! Newnes Electrical Pocket Book (Value 10'6)
40C pages with 258 illustrations, diagrams. table,

early

Parents' Hose

',,,fnattore

Furnished Accom.

(PEE)72/II55

(Temporary Address

